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Chapter 1: Masks 
“Your test begins now.” 
Ath winced as the words left the professor’s lips. The sharp buzz of his classmates’ 
anxiety  filled every inch of the room; invisible insects of stress and panic 
swarming the air and digging into his skin. While everyone else in the room had 
the luxury of only feeling their own terror, he had to fight through the terror of all 
25 of his classmates. Ath ran his fingers along the crystalline surface of the iok on 
the table, tracing the characters that read O’AWUR ATH--- STUDENT, VEYEK 
UNIVERSITY. Stamped under it was the logo of the University, which wasan 
image of the two suns overlain with the Veyek family seal. He tried and failed to 
gather enough of his attention to begin. Vague, dream-like impressions of what he 
had to do and how he had to do it came and went as quickly as smoke coming off 
of a candle.  In a highly effective and well-thought out move, he had spent so much 
time practicing last night that he was taking the test on three hours of sleep. The 
combined effort of blocking out the emotions surrounding him and merely staying 
conscious had reduced his thoughts to little more than wet static. He scanned his 
brain for the Yanobe characters he needed. For several fearful minutes, all he could 
find was more sleep-deprived mush.  
A shriek of pain from across the room cut through his mental haze as a thin wisp of 
smoke wafted over from a workstation in front of him. Ath’s eyes grew wide as the 
sensation of burns spread across his hands, even as his skin remained injury-free. 
He gritted his teeth and tried not to cry out. When he was close enough to others, 
he could feel the physical pain they experienced as well. As quickly as it came, the 
pain dissipated;, as the actual burn victim used a healing sequence on himself. Ath 
flexed his fingers and turned his attention to the table in front of him. The pain had 
jolted him awake, at least. He closed his eyes and tried to imagine the Yanobe 
character he needed, tracing its shape on the table with his finger. Lines and 
vertices came together slowly and silently, the syllables at its center combining 
into the central elemental character de’oza. Lightning. From there, he drew the 
exact specifications of the electric current he was to produce, weaving 
mathematical and scientific symbols into the central character. It was not nearly 



enough lightning to do any kind of damage, but more than enough to produce a 
visible electric field. 
Finally, he was ready.  
He took a deep breath, and focused on the subtle warmth of the ioza radiating from 
his iok. The small crystal was only the length of his palm, its five sides forming 
two pentagon-shaped pyramids on either of its ends. Ioza, the energy of creation, 
sat warmly in its molecules, organized neatly by the iok into patterns of hexagons 
and triangles that danced faintly around Ath’s vision. Now he had to rearrange 
those shapes into physical matter. He touched the iok softly. The iok recognized his 
attention, and its inside filled with soft lights against darkness, like the stars 
captured inside glass.  The feeling of ioza became sharp and burning, spreading 
from his iok through his arm before finally pooling into his fingers. He moved his 
finger, light trailing from it. He connected the lines of light from his finger to form 
the character he had just practiced, which hung in the air in front of him as if the 
air were made of paper. The character hung there for a moment before dissolving 
into the air. He quickly cupped his hands together on the table. His hands prickled 
for a minute, but no lightning came from them. 
He peered around the room. To his relief, it was not yet a room full of lightning, 
but was instead still just a room full of strained faces and misshapen Yanobe 
characters. Another barrage of his classmates’ nervousness rushed toward him as 
he stared at the backs of their heads, but he blocked it out by focusing on the 
smooth, cold surface of the table. He let out a sharp sigh and turned back to the 
task at hand. He must have written the character wrong. The student iok he was 
using would only accept precise characters that had been formed exactly to the 
professor’s specifications. Most commercial ioku allowed users to simply select 
pre-drawn characters stored in the ioku by Corporate sequencing masters, but 
Sequencing students are tested on their ability to draw them manually. Rather than 
attempt to do so ten different times for different versions of failure, Ath decided to 
do his way. 
Don’t just use the character, he thought in Izaya’s voice. You know you can do it 
differently. Think about what you’ve experienced. Make that experience into 
reality. 



The memory came to him so clearly, a vivid scene that expanded across the screen 
of his thoughts. It was five suns ago. He had been sitting on his porch, not really 
thinking about anything in particular. The air was steadily becoming warmer and 
heavier, like a bag being filled with lukewarm bathwater. The world smelled raw 
and wet as a low drone echoed through the hills to warn the residents of the 
scheduled storm. The rain came slowly at first, a soft tapping that easily blended 
into the background noise of the outside. The symphony of the storm quickly 
crescendoed, surpassing all other sounds as millions of liquid projectiles crashed 
against the roof of the porch. The rain swept over the hills methodically, the 
environmental sequences painting it over Level 831 in broad, even strokes. A fork 
of lightning slashed the sky in half, the clouds assaulting each other with jagged 
spears of white, bright power. That’s the feeling he was searching for. The hair on 
his arms stood up. A chill ran down his spine despite the humid air around him. He 
traced the character de’oza again as the memory of thunder rolled across his mind, 
deep and echoing like rays of starlight under a black sky. His hands became hot, 
and the iok around his neck flashed. The ioza was more intense, more manic, since 
he had left out many of the scientific specifications that would normally give it 
more order. Instead, he used his own willpower to remain in control. His memory 
arranged the ioza coursing through his arms into electricity, while the character 
merely kept it focused into a beam under his control. The character melted from 
the air down into his hand like glistening water, and small arcs of electricity shot 
out from his fingers.  
“Excellent,” the teacher’s assistant said from behind him. “Not quite the 
specifications, but that’s a nice, even current. I’ll give you an 8/10. Stay in 
control.” 
 Smaller versions of the character deoza flashed into existence near his fingertips, 
as the iok now had it stored in its memory. The ioza flowing through Ath’s body 
was like an angry ocean tide being channeled into a singular river, and the 
character was the floodgate. Unknown to the assistant, he operated the floodgate’s 
controls with his imagination rather than scientific notation. Without Ath holding 
himself back, the lightning would look the same as the lightning in his memory, 
wild arcs of destructive power. When the power flowing to him through his iok 
became too hot, he focused on suppressing it, taking deep, even breaths while 



focused on the dark, silent spaces in his own body, where excess ioza could recycle 
back into the iok.  
Ath’s concentration was broken by a firm clap on the shoulder. Automatically, he 
shut his fist and ended the sequence before the lightning began to strike all over the 
room. He looked up to see that the hand belonged to his aunt Izaya, who had 
materialized next to him. 
“Ath,” Izaya whispered. She was wearing her curly black hair in a tight bun and 
was strapped in a smart, electric blue blazer with the logo of the Veyek 
Corporation fixed over her heart, telling him she had just come from her 
laboratory. She was grinning from ear to ear, her scarlet eyes swollen with lighting 
of their own.  
“Do you not see what’s going on in here?” Ath growled back. “I’m taking a test!” 
“It’s just Elemental Sequencing,” she said. “You can do that in your sleep. Come 
with me. I have to tell you something.” 
Ath rolled his eyes, but still smiled while he did so. He was relieved to get out of 
the room. He glanced back toward the teacher’s assistant. 
“You did fine,” the assistant said, who tried and failed to hide his fear as Izaya 
stared at him down. “Like I said, 8/10. You can go.”  
Izaya winked at the assistant and pulled Ath out the back exit to the outside. 
The air outside had cooled significantly now that the two suns had set. The 
campus’s mirror-glass buildings were washed in twinkling lights as their walls 
reflected the stars and passing sky-flyers above. If Ath really focused, he could see 
the thin lines of ioza twisting and flashing across the “sky” as illusion sequences 
made the levels of the Superstructure above, and the people living in them, 
invisible to those below. The quad was packed with other students hurrying to 
classes and professors strolling leisurely, their cylinder-shaped hats bobbing with 
each step. Ath followed Izaya as they weaved through the crowd toward the statue 
of Veyek in the center of the quad. The statue was hard to miss lately, as it was 
covered in advertising sequences that flashed text in both Skozara and Yan’koj. 
“STUDENTS OF VEYEK UNIVERSITY, VOTE VEYEK FOR QUADRANT 1 
REPRESENTATIVE!” the sequences screamed at him from unseen mouths. 
“BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE VEYEK CORPORATION! A BETTER SKOZAR 
FOR THOSE WHO EARN IT! HASANA’U DA’SESAL’DAVEYEK…” 



Waiting for them by the statue was Taln, Izaya’s research assistant. Taln was also 
hard to miss. He was two years older than Ath, already graduated with an 
internship in Experimental Sequencing. He was tall and broad-shouldered with 
short-cropped, smoke-colored hair, cloud-grey skin and brilliant, emerald-green 
eyes. 
“Hello, Professor Izaya,” Taln said. “Good to see you, Ath.”  
His T'Gal accent made the Skozara words longer and elongated, like he was 
savoring every syllable. 
“Hi, Taln,” Ath said, smiling a little too hard. His face became hot as he locked 
eyes with Taln, so he quickly turned back to Izaya.  
“So what’s the news?” he asked her. 
Izaya grabbed both his hands. She radiated a powerful warmth that Ath absorbed, 
like freshly dried linens or the sun on the beach. She bit her lip and broke into 
another wide smile.  
“We had a big breakthrough today,” she said. “A big one. As in, we might finally 
be able to finish the project.” 
She laughed again, and Ath pulled his aunt into a tight hug. 
“Oh, Iz,” he said, burying his face into her frizzy hair. “That’s amazing.”  
“Uzalol the rest of your classes today,” she said. “I want to go celebrate!” 
Before he could say anything, she wrapped her arm through Ath’s and led him to 
the other side of the quad. They walked up the hill towards the residential area, 
Taln following close behind them.  
The leaves of jalaka trees lining the path to the residential area shook slightly in 
the breeze, creating a shimmering static of lapis blue and ebony black that 
surrounded them. The path was empty except for the three of them and a Civil 
Protection officer in his squarish black uniform, who marched toward them with 
his hands behind his back. The officer nodded politely at Ath and Izaya, but when 
he made eye contact with Taln, his shoulders tensed. Ath felt the man’s anxiety 
explode in his own stomach like a bomb, making him suddenly nauseous. The 
officer gripped the staff attached to his hip, a glowing iok fused to the end of it. 
Ath could see characters for stunning, maiming, and even killing begin to form 
around the officer’s hands as he approached them. 
“Hey! You!” he shouted  



“Huh?” Izaya said, her eyes narrowing. 
“Not you, ma’am,” the officer said. “Him.” 
The officer jabbed a finger at Taln, whose face was completely expressionless. 
“How can I help you, officer?” Taln said.  
“What are you doing in the residential area?” the officer said, his fingers dancing 
on the hilt of his iok-baton.  
“What authority do you have to be questioning him?” Izaya cut in. Her pleasant 
warmth was replaced with controlled apprehension. 
“I have all the authority I need to question a green-eyed zoto, ma’am,” the officer 
said sweetly. 
Ath had to physically keep his mouth from dropping as the slur left the officer’s 
lips. 
“Are you---” Ath began, but Izaya silenced him by discreetly sending hot sparks 
from her fingers to his skin. 
“My name is Taln Qruk, and I’m a research assistant at the University,” Taln said, 
his voice cool and pleasant. He gestured toward Izaya, moving his hands slowly 
and carefully. 
“This is my supervisor, Professor Oa’wur Izaya.” 
The police officer chuckled a bit, and pulled out his iok-baton. 
“I think you need to come with me,” the officer said, the glow from his iok 
highlighting his smile. 
“Tell me, are you paid by Federal Office of Civil Protection directly or by the 
Veyek Corporation?” Izaya said, stepping in front of Taln. 
The officer’s smile faded, though he still kept a tight grip on his iok-baton. 
“The Corporation,” he said. “ I work for a private contractor, although I have the 
power too--.” 
“Ah, I see,” Izaya said, cutting him off. “And since the Corporation owns the 
University, you’re accountable to the Chancellor of the University, correct? Since 
she serves as its Resident Executive Officer?” 
“Yes, ma’am, but---” 
“So in that case,” Izaya said. “I suggest you go find someone actually committing a 
crime before I have to ask the Chancellor to give your department a surprise 
performance review. I’m just coming back from her house, actually, but we can 



always go back and tell her you decided to ruin our evening meal by detaining my 
friend and colleague. What’s your ID number again?” 
The officer eyed Izaya up and down. He swung his eyes over to Taln. The officer’s 
desire for violence overpowered Ath, an almost feral feeling that made Ath want to 
start spewing sequences to rip flesh and crack bones. A conditioned, though weak, 
aversion to such thoughts broke through, and the officer walked away as if 
switched to auto-pilot. 
“Have a safe day,” he grunted. 
“What the uzal was that?!” Ath exclaimed after the officer had left earshot. He still 
had goosebumps on his skin as the last thoughts of violence left him. 
“He wasn’t stopping you, Ath,” Taln said kindly. “Don’t let it ruin your night.” 
“He wanted to kill you, Taln!”  
“Ath, don’t exaggerate,” Izaya snapped at him. 
Ath opened his mouth to respond, but bit his tongue before he could be tempted to 
explain how he knew what was going through the officer’s mind.  
They reached the top of the hill, and Ath looked out across Level 831 of 
Superstructure 09811. The University campus stood directly below them, lit-up 
glass cubes and tetrahedrons laid out in neat circles like artwork left by methodical 
giants. The twinkling lights of the houses and shops of other residential areas lay 
spread out across the rolling green hills, and in the far distance Ath could see the 
murky darkness of the clouds of smog beyond the transparent walls of the 
Superstructure. 
They climbed up the porch of Izaya and Ath’s house in silence. Izaya placed her 
hand on the house’s mirror-walls and the door melted into existence, the security 
sequences she wove herself recognizing her touch. They walked inside their little 
bubble, stepping over piles of papers and various disposable ioku. A university 
student living with a research professor did not create the cleanest environment. 
Their furnishings and possessions seemed to just be sitting in the middle of the 
suburban street, as the glass walls composing the house served as 
all-encompassing, one-way windows for those inside of it. The outside world had 
no idea what Ath and Izaya’s internal space looked like, however, and instead only 
saw their own reflection. 



Entering the kitchen, Ath pulled dola beans out of the blue refrigeration sequence 
hovering by the back wall, while Izaya took out dried Kirgashi beetles from the 
pantry. Izaya drew a Yanobe character with light trailing from her pointer finger 
into the air with her free hand, her iok glowing while she did so. Unlike his student 
iok, Izaya’s was “unlocked,” meaning it could perform any sequence she had 
programmed into herself. She drew the character with a few quick, casual strokes, 
the memory of the iok filling in the rest. The character dissolved into the air, and 
the beatles floated out of the jar and began to sizzle in an invisible bubble of heat 
that surrounded them.  
Meanwhile, Ath tended to the beans. 
Ath traced the character for “crush” into the air, slowly and carefully. The physical 
force he manifested hovered in the air as a bubble of bent, bulging space, and he 
placed the beans inside of it. The beans crushed themselves into a fine paste. He 
flicked his finger to drive the beans towards Izaya, where they entered her bubble 
of heat with the Kirgashi beatles. Taln sat at the counter of their kitchen, watching 
them intently as they cooked. Ath shifted from foot to foot, debating whether or not 
to offer for Taln a job to do. He said nothing, however, since their ioku were 
already taking care of the work. 
“How’s your request for an unlocked iok, Taln?” Ath asked instead. 
“The Chancellor of the University advocated on my behalf, but the Veyek 
Corporation still won’t grant me one,” Taln said. “I’m still stuck renting locked 
ioku from the University each month, unfortunately. 
Ath nodded sympathetically.  
“I think its ridiculous they’re making you wait so long,” Ath said. “I mean, you’re 
one of the smartest people I know. Plus you know more about ioku than anyone. 
Like, even if you were born in T'Gal, you’ve lived here in the capital for like, ten 
years. They’re just being racist.” 
His words were coming out hard and fast. He loved hearing such smart words in 
his own voice. Taln smiled and nodded, but offered no further comment. Ath 
panicked for a moment, and tried to keep the conversation going. 
“I can’t believe that CP called you a z--- uh, what he called you. Maybe you should 
report him to the Chancellor.” 



“All that’ll do is create more paperwork with my name on it,” Taln said, his eyes 
alive but his voice flat. “That’s not what the Corporation wants to see when they’re 
reviewing my application for an unlocked iok.” 
Ath tried to think of something else to say, but Taln’s eyes had drifted away from 
Ath and towards the sizzling bubble of beatles and beans. 
Did I offend him? he thought anxiously. 
Temptation presented itself. He had never attempted to read Taln’s emotions 
intentionally before, and didn’t receive Taln’s feelings automatically like he did for 
most people. He knew some people were more guarded, and it was a  relief to Ath 
when they kept their emotions to themselves. It’s why he loved loved sending time 
around Taln; the air around him was quiet, so Ath could hear his own internal static 
for once. He desperately wanted to know what Taln was feeling right now, though. 
It was so rare he could talk to someone like Taln, someone whose every feeling did 
not jump out at him, someone who made him feel normal. He needed to make sure 
he hadn’t offended one of his few sources of refuge. He shouldn’t read Taln’s 
feelings, he knew he shouldn’t… 
And yet Ath looked at Taln for a minute, waiting for any kind of feeling to come 
scampering from over to him. He was expecting anger, or perhaps disgust.  
Instead, there was nothing. No emotions came to Ath. Taln was as quiet on the 
inside as he was on the outside.  
Taln quickly met his eyes. Ath quickly turned away. 
What if he just realized what I was doing? Ath thought, sweat forming on the back 
of his neck. I shouldn’t have been trying to read him. What if he knows I’m a--- 
“Food’s ready!” Izaya chirped, snapping Ath out of his anxious stupor.  
Izaya drew another character in the air, and three plates drifted out of the cabinets 
and lined themselves up on the counter. With a thrust of her hand, portions of the 
hot mixture of beans and beetles plopped themselves down on the plates. 
Ath and Izaya took their seats on either side of Taln. 
“So tell me about this breakthrough,” Ath said in between handfuls of the hot, 
savory goop. 
“Tell us about your day first,” Izaya insisted.  
Ath rolled his eyes. 



“Intro to Skozara History was fine. Advanced Modern Yan’koj was fine, although 
the teacher is from the Holy Dominion so her accent is really thick. 
Underdeveloped Civilization Studies was fine, fine, fine.  But who cares about my 
classes.” 
Izaya’s eagerness was pulling on Ath, urging him to shut up so she could share her 
happiness with him. 
“Like you said, they’re all jokes,” Ath said. “Tell me about your breakthrough.” 
Izaya clasped her hands together and smiled. Warmth exploded out from her again, 
her joy wrapping around Ath like a thick blanket.  
“Honestly, it came out of nowhere. We’ve had no progress on our project for the 
past three months, right? Absolutely nothing. Well, three weeks ago I got in 
contact with a group that’s… difficult to track down, to say the least. I had a theory 
that they would be absolutely critical to the project, and I was right, Ath. They 
have the information we need to finish, and I’m supposed to go meet one of them 
in the Holy Dominion in three days. I wouldn’t have been able to do any of it 
without Taln,” Izzy beamed. 
“Have you told the University yet?” Ath said. 
“I told the Chancellor right before I came to get you,” Izaya explained. 
“She said we’ll figure out what the next steps are after we get back from the Holy 
Dominion. Maybe after this meeting I can finally sleep,” she sighed, laying her 
head down on the table. 
“So what kind of information are you getting?” Ath asked. 
Izaya slowly and silently raised her head and looked at Ath. The warmth that had 
been spreading out from her all evening had ceased, being replaced by an 
emptiness, a void that sealed her away from him. She began to say something, but 
stopped herself. He knew something was supposed to be filling that void, 
something was reaching out to him, but Izaya was keeping it tightly tethered to her. 
So they sat, silence pouring out of the void between them.  
Ath rolled his eyes. 
“Ath, you know I can’t---” 
“Nevermind,” Ath said, turning his attention back to his beatles. “I’m just happy 
you guys got what you needed.” 
“Ath...” 



“I’ll clean up,” he said, taking her and Taln’s empty plates.  
Ath could feel her gazing at him, but he refused to meet her eyes.  
 He imagined what the plates had looked like before there had been food on them, 
and after a flash of light from his iok, the plates only contained his distorted 
reflection. He filed the plates away silently, not even realizing he had just used his 
power in front of them, pretending that Izaya and Taln weren’t staring at him. 
“Why don’t we go get some Ometala cake?” Izaya said, clapping her hands 
together.  
“I would love to, but I have to catch the last transport down to the lower levels,” 
Taln said. 
“Oh, just sleep here, Taln,” Izaya said. “We have to be back at work at first light 
anyway.” 
“Professor---” 
“We have a guest room for a reason, Taln! Besides, where are you going to find 
Ometala cake on the lower levels?” 
“Fair point.” 
“So, Ath, ready for some cake?” Another wild smile cut across her face. 
Ath listened to the air around her. There was no warmth behind this smile, only a 
hunger that dola beans and Kirgashi beetles couldn’t fill. It was a new feeling that 
had replaced the emptiness she exuded; it was a hot, urgent need for Ath to be right 
beside her, an anxious need that made Ath’s skin crawl and his stomach twist in 
knots. 
“That test kind of drained me, honestly,” Ath said. He kept his voice level and his 
face blank. He felt his own emotions tumbling about inside him, though he could 
not give these feelings names. He could tell they were his own and not those of 
others specifically because of the distance he felt from them, that distance giving 
them their anonymity. The emotions of others, brought to him by his power, were 
forced onto his skin and bones, cutting at his organs and grabbing his mind with an 
iron fist that made their names known. His own emotions were more like a storm 
locked inside a glass orb, chaos fully visible but separated by something 
impenetrable that kept their true identities and roots hidden, even from him. 
 “I think I’m just going to go to bed,” he said, desperate to escape Izaya’s guilt and 
his own uncertainty. 



Izaya’s shoulders sagged a bit. The weight of her disappointment pulled on his 
heart, demanding his mind to change. His mouth twitched, readying his lips to 
break out into a smile and spill gushing words about how excited he was for cake. 
“Let him rest, Izaya,” Taln said. “You forget how tiring those live-practice tests 
can be when you just start handling sequences.” 
Taln looked at him, nodding slowly and subtly.  
“Well, I feel like going out,” she said  with another false grin. “Let’s go, Taln.” 
Izaya sped-walked toward the front door. Taln briefly turned to Ath, locking eyes 
with him yet again. A chill of exhilaration shot down Ath’s spine. He almost took a 
step toward them, but instead crossed his arms and shook his head. Taln shrugged, 
and faded through the wall with Izaya. 
Alone in their darkened house once again, Ath climbed upstairs. 
 

*** 
A flicker of light burned through draining darkness. Ath lay in his bed, staring at 
the ceiling, as a psycho-sequence rolled through him. It was a clear, free-flowing 
stream of euphoria that filled his mind and the space between his nerves, making 
his body into a cloud and his thoughts into moisture. Cognition came to him as a 
slow, ghostly procession, their sharp edges dulled by the liquid numbness of the 
psycho-sequence.  
He loved psycho-sequences. It was rare that he could be alone with his own 
feelings, as most of his time was spent trying to fight against the feelings that 
radiated from others. It was easier to deal with the external emotions his powers 
transmitted to him; it was like physical pain. He had to just breath through it, wait 
for it to pass, and it always did. He had been fending off the feelings of others 
since as far back as he could remember. It was a battle he fought everyday, but he 
knew all the moves and countermoves, so it no longer bothered him. 
His own feelings, however, were another matter. 
While the emotions of others were clear and present, giving his body physical 
sensations that rang clear as day, his own emotions were less transparent. If the 
feelings he received as part of his power were the shining surface of a lake, his 
own emotions were the murky layer of sand and mud at the bottom, an obsidian 
weight that threatened to choke everything around him. When he did a 



psycho-sequence on himself, however, it was like someone had poured  gallons of 
freshwater into the pond. The murk was still there, but it flowed a bit better. There 
was more space between his thoughts and feelings, though they remained a 
mystery to him. He didn’t want to know them. He just wanted to make the weight, 
the murk, go away.  
Tonight, however, thoughts of Izaya and Taln fought to expose themselves to the 
spotlight of his attention, and he could no longer fight off the unpleasantness 
clawing its way out from inside him. He reached into his drawer and pulled out a 
small Stream iok. His eyebrows twitched in slight irritation, as he knew that doing 
the sequence to enter the Stream manually with his own student iok would be good 
practice; but he was tired, and his brain craved the kind of stimulation which he 
only had to give the bare minimum of his attention. 
He brushed his fingers over the Stream iok, a little crystal cube no bigger than his 
thumb. It recognized his touch and began to hum with ioza. Yanobe characters 
began to draw themselves in the air around Ath’s hands as the sequences contained 
in the Stream iok self-activated. The characters exploded into showers of sparkling 
lights, which swarmed Ath’s eyes and completely obscured his vision. A chill ran 
down his spine as he was immersed in the swarm of flashing, popping colors 
around him. When his vision cleared, he stood in the Stream.  
Pale blue light surrounded him, stretching endlessly into the horizon. Below him 
was a mirror, so when he looked down, he saw only himself looking back in return. 
He studied his iron-colored skin, his red Skozara eyes, and his thick strands of 
yellow hair, running his fingers through it without thinking of anything in 
particular. He was of average height and average weight for a 19 year old Skozara 
man. His jaw was firm but not squared, and his nose was sharp without being 
pointed. The Stream was strange; he almost felt like himself, but he knew 
something was different. He knew the body he inhabited was not his physical 
body, but a temporary construction housed within a realm of ioza maintained by 
every other Stream iok. The result was feeling like his eyes and skin had been 
replaced with absorbent glass, while the sounds and sights around him had been 
stripped of the weight and depth of reality. This dissociation made his features 
warp and alter in the mirror below him, twisting and contorting to become ugly. He 
snapped himself out of it, and waved his hand to summon the Stream Master. The 



space in front of him shimmered, and a wide, smiling mouth cut itself into 
existence. It ran its rainbow tongue over sparkling white teeth and neon blue lips, 
its grin never ceasing. 
“Oa’Wur Ath,” it intoned. “Welcome to the Stream. I see you subscribe through 
the Veyek Corporation! A wise and affordable choice. How may I assist you?” 
“Floodplain.” 
The mouth smiled even harder and the space around them began to shake violently, 
the periwinkle air vibrating like heat coming out of a cooking sequence.  
The mouth shimmered out of existence, and thousands of different colors and 
sounds began to rapidly seep out of nothingness. Flashing lights and piercing tones 
exploded all around him, coalescing into shapes and speech, then finally into 
Stream-Memories, the 3D representations of information that called the Floodplain 
home. The Floodplain was the public meeting point for every mind placed in the 
Stream, which meant infinite possibilities for amusement. 
The first to come to him were the advertisements, as usual. Tall, strong Skozara 
men surrounded by scantily-clad foreign women ran toward him, carrying different 
single-use ioku.  
“ARE YOU TIRED OF THE SAME OLD THING?” one of the women screamed 
at him. 
Some of the ioku they were selling contained sequences for entertainment, others 
for beauty, all of them tailored exactly to him. One of the men, tall and fit with a 
sharp chin, wanted him to buy a sequence to tone his arms and legs, since he 
“looked a little thin.” Another wanted to bring him to a new Stream Simulation, 
one with thousands of people so he “didn’t have to be alone in his house anymore.” 
The ghostly, beautiful merchants whispered to him as they passed him, telling him 
they loved him, they cared about him, that they only wanted to see him be his best 
self. Their words meant nothing to Ath, however, since he felt their emptiness. 
Normally, when people spoke to him, he could get an impression of the feelings 
behind it, whispers of their psyche that danced on his insides and teased his brain. 
Even the most guarded psyches, like Taln’s, had some kind of weight that he felt, 
even if he felt no actual emotions. He knew they were alive, at least. These things, 
these sequences, had no feelings coming from them. They were simply 
constructions of light made to look pretty and say sweet words, but Ath said 



nothing in response to their pleas for his credits, their bodies fading away as he 
walked past them. When he had left the advertising section, the news came next. 
He didn’t necessarily pay attention to what was going on, but he liked walking 
through this section simply to see the complexity of the world outside the mundane 
minutiae of university life. The first scene began. Refugees from some broken 
country in the West marched past in neat lines away from small homes ruined by 
strong battle sequences as a soft, solemn voice narrated the memory sequence. 
“Mass violence continued in the Zdwaz river valley as the Council of Nations 
failed to find a resolution to yet another chaotic conflict between…” 
The newly-homeless people trudged past him silently, their bodies ghostly and 
half-formed. Their faces were expressionless and none of them even knew Ath was 
watching someone’s memory of them, some even passing through his body like a 
wind chill.   With so much pain and misery in their eyes, their sorrow should have 
overwhelmed him like the emotions of others did in the real world. In the 
Floodplain, however, all Ath could do was watch them, an invisible observer to the 
darkest days of so many people. Even with strong ioza, he could not reach out to 
them, speak to them, since all of this had already happened. It was his guiltiest of 
pleasures, to be surrounded by so much emotion but not have to feel any of it. He 
relished the stimulation and numbness, and how in the Stream he could have both. 
The scene was replaced by fabulously bright, white light shining from behind 
elegant columns. He was in the Grand Estate, the office of the President of the 
Skozara Federation. The President was standing on a balcony overlooking the 
capital, waving and making grand gestures with his hands. 
“...In his speech to the Board of Legislators, the President said he was confident 
that the nation’s supply of ioku would remain stable for the coming year, thanks to 
new trade agreements negotiated by several Corporations. The prices of locked 
ioku are expected to rise to as much as 100 Skozara credits per...” 
In the distance, beyond the shimmering facade of the memory, the avatars of other 
Stream users congregated in small groups. Usually, two or three people would be 
standing in front of an assembled crowd, a politician or a journalist making their 
own commentary on the news of the day being played out in the Stream. The 
assembled avatars shouted and raised their fists in agreement. Sometimes, the 
leaders would point to another group, their nostrils flaring and their veins bulging. 



The enraged crowd of avatars would rush toward their enemies, who would 
respond with equally vicious fists and words. The pain was not physical, but in the 
Stream they felt it, clutching wounds that the ioza simulated in their minds. 
Ath rolled his eyes at the politics, and continued walking through the Floodplain, 
reaching his Personal Section. Ath watched as his childhood friends on vacation 
from other universities roamed the beaches of Ozab and hiked the T'Gal 
Mountains. The memories from their recent adventures came skipping past him, 
and he ran and laughed with them like he was really there, dancing and joking with 
the ghosts of their reminiscence. When his friends had gone to find others to share 
their memory with, he did the same with strangers who shared their memories 
publically. He watched the familiar yet distinct lives of students in other Skozara 
universities with a casual interest, and got more obscure from there. He hooted as 
drunk bar patrons ripped themselves to shreds with battle sequences in Kujar, and 
starred in wonder at the endless trees of the Great Western Forest. When he 
emerged from their shadowy trunks, he found himself in the midst of memories of 
different people around the world, some celebrities worth billions of credits and 
some just random people from any backwater city, doing and saying ridiculous 
things, commenting on the day to day oddities of life. Others, constructed 
representations rather then memories of real people, did even more absurd things 
as master Floodplain comedians pulled their strings from somewhere unseen and 
unknown, making people and objects seem ridiculous just for existing. His sense of 
time faded as he basked in the shiny nonsense of the Floodplain. His thoughts were 
on nothing except the brilliant, colorful world of absurdity in front of him, and he 
loved every minute of it. In the midst of his ecstasy, however, new feelings broke 
through.  
Ferocity. 
Guilt. 
Sadness.  
These feelings were foreign invaders, and there was only one explanation. 
Izaya and Taln must be back, he thought apathetically. 
He rolled his eyes. He figured he should go down and talk to them, but he had no 
real interest. He didn’t want to feel Izaya’s guilt upon returning to her messy, dark 
house and watch her hide it behind a smile. He didn’t want to feel a million 



different things at once when he looked at Taln, knowing he would receive no 
feelings in return. Still, though, he wanted some cake.  
He traced the sequences to exit the Stream, and after a flash of light, he found 
himself back on his bed, his body never having moved but his mind needing a 
minute to settle back into his skull. He swung his legs off the side of his bed and 
shuffled over to his door, preparing to call out to them. He bit his tongue, however, 
when he heard Taln’s voice from below. 
“The fact is, Izaya, we don’t know who we can trust,” Taln said, his tone hard. 
“Keep your voice down,” Izaya hissed back. “Ath is probably still awake.” 
Ath dug his nails into his hands, and moved closer to the stairs.  
“I think I made the right move, Taln. Veyek has his own agenda, and I legitimately 
don’t feel safe going on one of his transports, or using his resources once we get to 
Yanuketesal. Saying no to him was the right move.” 
“Using the Chancellor’s transport is just as risky, Izaya,” Taln said. “Veyek 
technically owns that, too.” 
“He owns everything and everyone,” Izaya grumbled. 
“Not everyone,” Taln said, a new urgency blossoming in his voice. “That’s why we 
have to follow the Chancellor’s advice let them help us.” 
“Taln!” 
All Ath could hear was his own heart racing, as Taln waited several minutes to 
respond. 
“Izaya, they know how to move people between countries,” Taln said. “When we 
meet with the hasana hanokawakol, they can help us share what we know with the 
rest of the world before Veyek gets involved. This is why they sent you here to 
begin with! Put your feelings aside for a minute and look at this rationally. It’s our 
best move.” 
“What was that?” Izaya said, breaking Ath out of his own mind. 
Ath listened carefully for Taln’s response. What he got instead was the thunderous 
shatter of one of the walls of their house exploding into flying shards of glass, 
followed by muffled cries of pain from Taln and Izaya. 
Without thinking, Ath leapt down the stairs two at a time.  
On one side of the living room, where the front wall of the house used to be, three 
figures stood with their hands thrusted forward amid a sea of glass shards. The 



three figures wore skin tight black bodysuits, their only distinguishing features 
white masks with rectangular eye-holes and glowing red ioku fixed to their chests. 
Columns of fire exploded out from their palms, the freshly drawn characters of 
battle sequences hovering by their fingertips. 
On the other side of the room stood Izaya, who held her palms out with characters 
of defense sequences she had designed herself on her palms. They were beautiful, 
elegant characters that wove together magnetic force and high-powered plasma to 
protect them from the flames.  A wall of brilliant golden light hovered in front of 
her and Taln, sequenced into existence by her characters. Taln stood behind her, 
not cowering, but facing the attackers as though he had his own iok to fight back 
with.  Taln’s face was pained and sweat gathered on his brow as he clutched his 
blood-soaked arm, while Izaya looked at the masked invaders with nothing but 
murder in her eyes as their flames struck her wall. The ioza and the physical forces 
it created was only as strong as she was , and she couldn’t hold it much longer. 
“Izaya! Taln!” Ath cried. He tried to move, do a sequence, do something, but his 
entire body had gone numb.  
Izaya looked at him, her eyes panicked and feral. 
“RUN!” she screamed. 
 The wall of light around her and Taln broke and shattered into a cloud of golden 
dust. Three columns of fire rushed towards them. 
Time snapped in half. The flame moved at a snail’s pace, inching its way toward 
Izaya and Taln. The scream that came from Ath was a geyser erupting in slow 
motion, building from the pit of his stomach and filling the room.  
Izaya was going to die. He was going to watch her die. 
“NO!” he shrieked. 
As the flames got within inches of her, Ath thrusted his arms out. His mind was 
empty of everything except pure fear, a wave of adrenaline that hijacked his body. 
His iok burst with flashing color from around his neck. A sphere of blazing white 
appeared out of thin air in front of Izaya and Taln, intercepting the flames. The 
sphere turned orange as it absorbed the fire, and seizing the moment, Izaya thrust 
her hands towards the masks, sending Ath’s ball of wild, unsequenced ioza towards 
the attackers. Two of them lept out of the way, but one was not so lucky. The 



sphere exploded over him and in an instant his body was consumed by fire. When 
the light faded, all that remained was a pile of ash and the attacker’s shattered iok.  
As the other two regained their footing, Izaya was relentless. She drew Yanobe 
characters faster then Ath could follow. Here, one of the iok’s most amazing 
abilities became apparent: its memory.  The unlocked ioku of experienced 
sequencers like Izaya could conjure immensely complex characters in merely a few 
strokes after burning they had been written into the iok’s memory enough times. 
Sometimes, it was even able to predict what character Izaya would draw next based 
on the ones she had used before, making the characters appear at her fingers before 
she even lifted them.  Characters and their corresponding sequences flashed into 
existence at the wave of her hands and twisting of her fingers, sending bolts of 
energy and clouds of toxic-looking mist towards the masks. The masks managed to 
avoid most of her attacks by throwing up their own defensive sequences, but Izaya 
kept them off-balance, so they had no way to counter. Taln stood against the wall 
behind her, his eyes closed, mouthing to himself with his arms outstretched. He 
suddenly slammed his fist into his hand, crying out as he did so. Above the masked 
attackers, a portal of blue and white cut itself into the air above them, and a stream 
of sharp-beaked birds poured out from it. Ath blinked several times and tried to 
wake himself up, as Taln sequencing without an iok was theoretically impossible. 
His sequence had not used characters, meaning he had used a system of sequencing 
unknown to Ath. As the masked men battled the feral, white-eyed creatures coming 
from Taln’s portal, Izaya inched closer and closer to them, her hands eventually 
connecting with theirs as they abandoned sequences and fought with ioza-charged 
fists. Waves of destructive power tore through the walls and furniture like great 
snakes made of light as Izaya and her attackers battled for the upper hand. It was 
sequencing unlike anything Ath had seen in the classroom, chaotic and abstract.  
Someone was going to die. 
Ath ran down the stairs trying to think of a sequence, anything he could do to save 
his aunt. He had to save her. He had to. He started to trace a character, but an 
immense pain consumed his arm. The characters sealed into his iok were stretching 
down him arm, digging into his skin with tendrils of black light. 
“Stay back!” Taln shouted.  
Ath struggled, but Taln’s grip was iron tight.  



“I have to help her!” Ath screamed. 
Izaya and the two masks continued to duel. The side of the living room they stood 
on had been littered with dead birds, burnt, flooded, sanded, and demolished from 
the sequences. One of the masks maintained a shield around himself and his 
partner while the other made wild Kirgashi hand-signs, weaving an especially 
powerful sequence. Izaya sent a ball of fire toward the one raising the shield, and 
managed to angle it so it knocked him off his balance, leaving portions of both 
their bodies exposed and burned. Before the other one could finish his sequence, 
Izaya drew a character Ath didn’t recognize. Her body turned to smoke and an 
unseen wind blew her away. A moment later, she re-materialized behind the 
masked mens’ shield and drew another character, this one sending a stream of 
rippling air through both of their chests. Blood flew out from their mouths and eyes 
as her killing sequence tore through their bodies. 
Ath vomited on the carpet, beetles and beans spilling out from his mouth. He felt 
Taln pull him towards their shattered living room wall. Izaya was trying to shout 
something at him. His legs pumped as fast as they could, his labored breathing 
forming a harmony with Izaya and Taln as they ran next to him. The ground below 
his feet lifted and crashed down like waves on the sea, and the stars above him 
began to spin. He ran and ran until he felt his legs disconnect from the ground and 
his body take to the air. As his head embraced the solid rock of the footpath below 
him, he fell into a deep darkness.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 2: Safe House 
The world came back to him slowly. His senses returned to him one by one, and as 
he gathered more and more of his strength, he cracked his eyes open.   
The room Ath occupied was filled with soft, cream-colored light. Ath was lying on 
one of several couches which were dispersed around the room. Small heating ioku 
floated through the air along with plants and memory-projections of men and 
women dressed in academic uniforms. As Ath tried to process everything in the 
room around him, another part of his brain woke up: the pain center. This was not 
the phantom pain Ath experienced when someone around him injured themself; 
this was real pain, from his own broken body. His head throbbed rhythmically, 
each pulse creating a tidal wave of nausea and ache that spread through the rest of 
him. Ath tried to raise his hand to do a healing sequence, but found that even the 
thought of motion sent his head spinning. 
“Here,” said a soft voice from beside him. 
Ath slowly turned his head to find a small, wrinkled woman sitting behind him, 
drawing Yanobe characters in the air. Ath’s eyes widened at the iok around her 
neck, a small sphere of perfectly clear crystal with rainbow-colored geometric 
patterns exploding faintly inside. It was an unlocked iok, one unbound by 
restrictions on what sequences could be performed. She drew characters with a 
fluency and accuracy that Ath could have never dreamed of, using all ten of her 
fingers to spell out advanced sequences with medical terms that went far beyond 
his level of study. The woman snapped her fingers and light exploded across Ath’s 
forehead. When it dissipated, the bulk of the pain followed, though he could still 
feel its weight lurking behind the numbness. 
“Holy uzal,” Ath mumbled. “What happened to me?” 
“You took a pretty nasty fall,” the woman said kindly, patting him on the forehead. 
A seal inside Ath’s mind sprung a leak, and images of insanity came flooding in. 
Masked men standing in shattered glass. 
Fire and light consuming bodies. 
Ath’s stomach did a somersault and pain exploded across his head once again. 
“Where’s Izaya?” he moaned, hot tears streaming down his cheeks.  
“Ath---” 



“WHERE IS SHE?!” he screamed.  
His hands suddenly lit up in yellow flames, ioza coursing through his body with no 
warning.  
“Ath, you have to relax!” the old woman said. Her voice was still soft. 
Ath took a sharp breath in and squeezed his fists, extinguishing the flame. The flow 
of ioza ceased, and was replaced by a wave of deep exhaustion. 
“Izaya is safe,” the woman said. “She’s in the other room. I’ll get her for you.” 
The woman stood slowly, wincing a bit as she straightened her knees. She wore 
simple black night robes and had her thin grey hair tied in a bun, as if she had been 
pulled directly from her bed. 
“My name is Azamatra, by the way,” she said. “You’re in my home. You’re safe.” 
With one last kind smile, she exited the room through a door outside of Ath’s line 
of sight. As she exited, Ath took another look around the room. The academic 
paraphernalia around the room and the woman’s uncanny sequencing ability now 
made sense; she was U’otoma Azamatra, the Chancellor of the University. He had 
seen her many times, both as a student and at the various corporate banquets Izaya 
dragged him to. How he had ended up in her home… that was another matter 
altogether. Ath took another shaky breath, and tried to get more comfortable. No 
matter how hard he tried, however, he couldn’t free himself of an itching sickness 
that radiated across his skin. 
This is wrong, a child whispered in his mind. Something is wrong. 
I know, he thought back. I just don’t know what to do. 
“Ath!”  
Ath painfully craned his neck to see Izaya, tears streaming down her face, running 
over to him from the door. 
She reached out to touch him, but thought better of it, her tears increasing as she 
looked at his forehead. 
“I’m sorry, baby,” she cried softly. “I’m so, so, sorry.” 
A deep sorrow filled Ath, and hot tears began to rush down from his cheek. This 
was not his own sadness, however. He accepted it from Izaya solely because his 
only other option was his own physical pain. Her sadness was numbing, in a way. 
Without any further words, Izaya and Ath held each other and cried quietly, 
damping each other’s shoulders. 



Izaya slowly pulled her head away from Ath, and looked into his eyes. She took a 
breath deep. 
“I would ask if you’re okay,” she began, “but I think that would be a dumb 
question.” 
Ath smiled a bit, but maintaining it took more energy from him then he could 
possibly give.  
“What happened, Izaya?” Ath whispered. “I had a dream...I think... people broke 
into the house… and tried to…why does everything hurt, if it was a dream?” 
“What you remember was real,” Izaya said. “It wasn’t a dream.” 
Her bluntness caught Ath off guard. Then, it hit him. Like someone had just 
knocked the wind of him, Ath was at a loss for words. The tethers that were 
holding him to the present moment began to falter, and the room began to spin and 
invert. His skin burned as images of a body erupting into blood filled his mind’s 
eye. The room began to spin faster, and he was sure he was going to vomit. He 
tried to find some semblance of sense or reason in the memories that assaulted him, 
but there was only pure, primal terror. He had to distract himself from his internal 
turmoil. So he decided he would only focus on words for now. Words were easy 
and external. 
“Who were they?” he said quietly. “The people who attacked us?” 
Like some monster of ice had come and stolen the warmth from the room, all the 
feelings Ath had been receiving from Izaya suddenly ceased. Her brow crinkled 
and she bit her lip anxiously, squeezing his hand even tighter. Her touch contained 
nothing, however.  She had once again become stone, giving him nothing but 
emptiness.  
“Izaya,” he said. “If you know who they are, you have to tell me.”  
There was a firmness blossoming inside him. A sudden rush of strength faintly 
pulsated through his bones.  
“I don’t have to do anything, Ath,” Izaya said, her tone sharp. 
 He opened his mouth to argue back 
“We think they were hired by Veyek,” came the old woman’s soft voice from the 
other side of the room.  
She entered the room with Taln close behind her. His left arm was wrapped in a 
sling, and his face was covered in bandages.  



“We don’t know if they were trying to capture or kill you,” she finished.  
“Azamatra!” Izaya shouted. 
The entire room went still for a minute, as if the slightest movement would set 
everything ablaze. 
“Izaya,” Azamatra said firmly. “We talked about this.” 
“What right do you have? He’s not yours!” Izaya shouted back. 
“What does that even mean?”  Ath inserted. “I’m not anyone’s!” 
The room fell silent once again. Ath’s eyes darted between Izaya and the 
Chancellor. When he looked at Izaya, he received nothing from her but fury. This 
time, however, plenty of Ath’s own emotions were making themselves known. 
Looking at her panicked eyes, her hands clenching and unclenching, her twitching 
jaw, made him seethe with his own rage. He just wanted to scream at her, curse at 
her, shoot lightning at her. But he remained calm. The calm was not his own, but 
instead trickled onto him from the Chancellor. Her calculated composure hung in 
the room like a fine mist, and he breathed in its sweet, wet scent as he thought of 
his next words. 
“So what I’m really wondering,” Ath said, “is why would the richest man in the 
world be trying to kill us?” 
The absurdity of the words that came out of his mouth was almost laughable. Or at 
least it would have been, if not for his probable concussion and the faint burn 
marks on his skin. Ath looked to Izaya, but she refused to meet his eye. He could 
feel his rage building further and further as he continued to look at her pained, 
distraught face, so he turned instead to the Chancellor. The Chancellor met his eye, 
and once again he was filled with calm. 
“Ath,” she began, “You know your aunt does very important work for the 
Corporation, correct?” 
Ath nodded. Under normal circumstances, he would have been annoyed at the way 
she was leading him through the conversation, like a parent explaining a basic 
concept to a child. In his current state, however, he was more than happy for things 
to be as simple and easy as possible. 
“This project your aunt has been working on recently.... This project has the 
potential to completely alter the way our world works. We have our own ideas for 
how it should be used, and Veyek has a very…. different vision….” 



The Chancellor trailed off for a minute, clearly losing her train of thought. After a 
moment, she continued. 
 “I believe those men were sent to your house so Veyek could take control of what 
Izaya has discovered, before she can make the world aware of it. We think we 
found a way to---” 
“AZAMATRA!” 
Izaya shriek pierced through the room, her knuckles white and her eyes wide. 
“Izaya, look at yourself,” the Chancellor said. “Don’t think. Just look at yourself.” 
Izaya’s eyes softened for a minute. She looked first at her hands, then at the faces 
of Ath and the Chancellor. She threw a quick glance behind her to Taln, who 
nodded at her slowly. Shutting her eyes, she let her shoulders sag. 
“You have no right,” Izaya muttered. “He shouldn’t know. He can’t know.” 
Once again, Ath wanted to jump in, to start screaming and cursing. The 
Chancellor, luckily, stopped him before he had the chance. 
“I’ve given you every chance to tell Ath what we’re doing, Izaya,” she said. “If 
you can’t handle the emotional burden then you don’t have to shoulder it. But 
tonight was proof that everything Taln and I have been warning you about is true. 
They’ve already come for you. The Corporation is full of foreign spies, too, so 
even more will follow. He needs to know why they want to get him before he 
makes a mistake out of ignorance that could end our fight before it even begins. I 
apologize that the truth is hurting you like this.” 
The Chancellor put her hands behind her back and began to pace the room, while 
Izaya bit her lips and said nothing. 
“Let’s start from the beginning,” the Chancellor said. “Ath, have you studied the 
Yanist religion closely?  
Ath shifted in place. He supposed it made sense for the Chancellor to approach the 
issue like a lecture, but it also made him uneasy. It meant she was trying to control 
his reaction by having him lead the conversation, even though she had all the 
information. 
“I mean, it’s the most popular religion in the world,” he said. “But I never really… 
we aren’t really religious. You probably know that. So, uh, I don’t know a whole 
lot about it. I just see it everywhere.”  
“So what can you tell me about it?”  



“Yanists think Yanobe characters, ioza and ioku are a gift from their god, Yanu, 
and that Yan’koj is the language he spoke. There’s two main denominations, 
Vereki and Voshmalat. Most Vereki live in Skozar or the Western Desert, and 
most Voshmalat live in the Holy Dominion. The Voshmalat speak Yan’koj 
everyday just like we speak Skozara and wear traditional Mu clothing. Is that 
right?” 
The Chancellor smiled. “It really is a beautiful faith. I don’t approve of how many 
of its practitioners interpret its laws, of course, but for a faith to survive relatively 
unchanged for 1,000 years… it's incredible to me. Of course, Yanism has its 
dominant factions. Many in the West follow the more orthodox Voshmalat version 
due its endorsement by the Holy Dominion.  The Skozara, themselves descendants 
of the Yanist missionaries who colonized this land, follow the decentralized Vereki 
variety. But there are also many factions of Yanists who study more.... obscure 
parts of their faith. Tell me, what does the word hano means in Yan’koj?” 
Ath thought it over for a moment. 
“Uh, hano means ‘ancient.’ I think.” 
“You think?” 
“Hano is a root character describing something old or ancient, yes,” he replied 
confidently. 
“Good,” the Chancellor beamed. “Well, one of these groups of Yanists I’ve been in 
contact with, their beliefs are a bit… removed from mainstream Yanism. They call 
themselves the hasano hanokawakol. It roughly translates to… let’s go with… 
‘Students of the Ancient Archive.’ They believe that ioza was not a gift from the 
singular god Yanu, or even the unifying, fundamental force of physics as modern 
science tells us, but something innate within living things that has been separated 
from us and can be reclaimed.”  
“I see,” Ath said. He was growing worried. He had heard ramblings like these on 
the very weird parts of the Floodplain he avoided, where the memories were 
unhinged and nonsensical. Yet, his stomach had dropped when the Holy-Speak 
words rolled off her tongue; it was the same group Taln had mentioned, right 
before the walls of Ath’s living room had exploded. 
“And what does a weird cult have to do with us?” he asked slowly. “With Izaya’s 
work?” 



“This group is severely persecuted in other Yanist nations due to their beliefs, 
especially the Holy Dominion. Their members are routinely rounded up, tortured 
and killed for not believing in the singular god, Yanu, or the divinity of the prophet 
Ometo. I started studying this group as part of a multidisciplinary… oh, what does 
it matter? The point is, I met several individuals from the group, and I became 
fascinated by them. They purport to be the guardians of an ancient cache of 
knowledge, an archive of information they say was left for the people of our world. 
That’s where their name and their beliefs come from.” 
The Chancellor once again turned to Ath. 
“Ath, tell me what you know about the iok crisis. Is it even a crisis?” 
Ath was caught off guard by her questions once again, and their seemingly random 
nature. 
“Well… ioku are a finite resource. There are only so many in the planet’s crust and 
in the mountains, and ioku burn out eventually when you use them too much. They 
have value since they’re finite, and that’s it’s why we have to work to buy them. 
That’s why there’s wars.” 
The Chancellor nodded, her eyes closed. He could see her imagining herself in the 
classroom, evaluating some terrified freshman’s oral presentation. Ath continued. 
“That’s why we started to cut ioku, so we could make more of them and the supply 
wouldn’t run out as fast.  Cut ioku can also be ‘locked,’ which means they just 
repeat  pre-made sequences until the iok burns out. That triggered the Modern Era, 
because now we could make complex systems of controlled, repeating sequences 
that power machines like airships and buildings like the Superstructures.The 
Corporations can also place specific sequences into cut ioku to make sure only 
responsible people get the powerful ones. The process of cutting ioku makes the 
land die and the weather go crazy, though, which is… bad. And either way, we’re 
still running out of ioku. So yeah, I guess its a crisis.” 
“Eloquent explanation,” the Chancellor said.  
Ath clenched his fist in impatience.  
“Adesahava...” Ath said in Yan’Koj, using the formal address for a teacher. 
“Please, Ath, call me Azamatra.” 
“Azamatra, what does any of this mean?” Ath said. His heart threatened to tear 
itself out from inside him and his stomach was boiling.  “You’re talking about 



Yanist factions and the global economic system when I just want to know why my 
home was destroyed. I just---” 
His voice began to crack, and he silenced himself before his tears threatened to 
escape. With everything outside of him determined to cause him as much pain as 
possible, he couldn’t even begin to handle what was inside of him.  
“I understand your frustration, Ath,” she said. Her understanding was genuine as 
she continued to exude a radiant calm around him. 
“It’s a complicated situation,” she said, “and you need to understand it so you can 
make smart, safe decisions. Please, let me continue.” 
Ath nodded slowly. 
“Like I was saying, this group of Yanists, these Students of the Ancient Archive, 
believe that the knowledge they guard includes sequences that can give the people 
of this world unlimited ioza, among many other wonders that could benefit all of 
Etok. Sequences that could mean no more cutting ioku, sequences that could end 
poverty, disease, help us explore the stars. However, due to the social and political 
discrimination they face, the members of this order do not have unlocked ioku, and 
have never been able to test these sequences safety, in a controlled setting. That’s 
where Izaya stepped in. We've already tested some of the weaker sequences they 
claim are contained in this archive, and well… I’ve never seen anything like it.” 
Ath glanced toward Izaya, who was sulking in the corner of the room. She refused 
to meet his eye. 
“The group is reluctant to send the more powerful sequences via their curriers, so 
Izaya has volunteered to be taken to this archive, and see if there truly is a 
sequence that could create unlimited ioku.” 
“But--” Ath began.  
“But why would Veyek want us all dead over it?” the Chancellor inserted. “Why 
would the man who wants a better world, a more efficient world, want this 
knowledge to be made public? Think about what you just told me about the iok 
crisis. If they do in fact have sequences that could give our world unlimited ioku, 
there would be no more shortage to worry about. No more shortage would 
mean…” 
“Veyek and the rest of the Corporations couldn’t cut and sell locked ioku,” Ath put 
together. “I mean, he could, but there would be no point.” 



The Chancellor nodded serenely.  
“A world without credits, without the Corporations. Everyone, every Etoka, could 
weave their own sequences.” 
“But… wouldn’t that… how would we…” Ath said. He was trying to imagine the 
world the Chancellor was describing.  
Everyone has an unlocked iok? Everyone can do whatever sequence they want 
whenever they want, without paying for it? 
“How would that even work?” Ath said. “I mean, if everyone had their own 
unlocked iok, anyone could just do whatever they wanted. They could use a battle 
sequence and kill someone, or just start stealing stuff.  We wouldn’t need banks...I 
guess we still need schools… but what about stores? Why would anyone work if 
you didn’t need credits to buy sequences? What--” 
“I told you he wouldn’t understand, Azamatra,” Izaya cut in. “He grew up here. It’s 
all he’s ever known. Now all you’ve done is put him in more danger by giving him 
useless information.” 
Ath’s eyes narrowed.  
“I don’t understand because none of this makes sense,” Ath said. His fury was 
building once again. This was a feeling he had no trouble with when it was inside 
him. It flowed as easily as ioza. Anger was so useful for him, especially in times 
like this. When he was angry, he didn’t have to feel what anyone else felt. The 
emotion was his own, independent and powerful. His anger now made him feel 
strong. He wanted to use that strength against Izaya, like she had used her 
sequences against the men who attacked them. Then, maybe, the pain would stop. 
“You’re telling me that Veyek or the government or whatever is trying to kill us 
because some weird cult out in the woods says that...entities told them how to fix 
the world’s problems,” he spat at them “You realize how insane that sounds, right? 
You can’t pretend like any of this makes sense. So how the uzal am I supposed to 
understand this, exactly? You can’t treat me like a child for not understanding this 
when there’s no rationality behind what you’re saying.” 
“You are a child, Ath!” Izaya shouted. “You’re completely ignorant to how this 
world really works. You’ve never seen anything besides what others wanted you to 
see. That’s why protecting you is my job. So let me do my twalo job!” 



“So that’s what I am to you?” Ath said. He wanted to stop, but he couldn’t. His 
thoughts made no sense and his tongue had gone on auto-pilot. “You think I’m 
another project to manage? Another experiment with variables and outcomes? Is 
that why you don’t even care about how I feel about all of this?” 
“Ath---” 
Izaya was interrupted by the Chancellor’s iok crying out softly, announcing she 
was receiving a communication sequence. 
“Excuse me, I have to take this,” she said, turning to leave. Before she exited, she 
glanced at Ath one more time, nodding at him slowly.  
Keep pushing, came her silent whisper. She had said nothing, but the words had 
been spoken in her voice, and had somehow imprinted themselves directly on his 
mind. She breezed out of the room before his reaction to this could fully form. He 
decided that he would have to compartmentalize that strangeness, along with 
many, many other oddities, so he could focus on the task at hand. Izaya was 
leaning against a free space on the wall, her arms crossed and her shoulders 
slumped. Izaya did not look at him. Impulsively, he tried to read her feelings, but 
he might as well have been trying to read the wall she was leaning against. 
“So what, then?” Ath said sharply. “Do I just go back to class and you go back to 
work? Do we just not talk about any of this?” 
“Ath, please,” Taln said. 
Ath hesitated for a moment, but the Chancellor’s voice rang through his skull once 
again: 
KEEP PUSHING. 
“No, Taln,” Ath said, his voice cracking a bit. “My home is gone. My future is 
over. All because of some crazy theory she was chasing in her lab. I think I deserve 
to hear something from her.” 
He jabbed his finger toward Izaya. Izaya raised her eyes to him, and looked like 
she was about to speak. Her mouth remained closed, however. For just a second, 
Ath could feel something from her. A deep ache, a profound sadness, flashed into 
existence in his heart.  
As quickly as it came, the feeling disappeared and all eyes turned to the doorway 
as the Chancellor reappeared. Her previously stoic expression had been replaced by 



eyebrows pointed down at sharp angles and a pursed lip. She too hid her feelings 
behind a wall now. 
“What’s the news?” Taln asked. 
“I’ve spoken to my friends in the Federal Office of Civil Protection,” she said, 
“and they say the government and the Veyek Corporation are preparing to release a 
detailed account of how an extremist professor was recruited by her research 
assistant and secret lover, a violent T'Gal nationalist, to use their access to the 
Corporation’s most advanced sequences to commit acts of terror against innocent 
Skozara, all while brainwashing and radicalizing her young nephew in the process. 
You’ve all been ordered for immediate detention. An emergency closed tribunal 
has revoked Ath and Izaya of their Skozara citizenships, and Taln was already a 
federal subject rather than a citizen, which means they can do whatever they want 
to all three of you once you’re detained. You no longer have legal rights, according 
to the Federation.” 
“That’s a bunch of twal!”Ath exclaimed. 
“Ath, we’re going to figure this out,” Izaya said softly. “It’s going to be okay.”  
The gentle tone of Izaya’s words caught him by surprise. Still, though, he did not 
feel himself relax, and there was an uneasiness pooling on his skin like a 
razor-sharp, razor-thin coat. Izaya was terrified, and was doing everything she 
could to hide it. 
“Taln, you’re going to take Ath to the lower levels,” she said, her voice smooth and 
cold. “Wait there until someone comes for you.” 
“And you?” Taln said. 
“I’ll go meet with our friend in the Holy Dominion, then we’ll all get moving. 
Together.” 
“Moving to where, exactly?” the Chancellor asked. 
Izaya closed her eyes, her lips twitching as she forced out the words. 
“Home,” she said slowly. “Once I get what we need, we’re going home.” 
The Chancellor’s eyes widened slightly, and Taln raised his eyebrows in what 
appeared to be admiration. To Ath, going back to their house sounded insane. 
Before he could voice his protest, however, the Chancellor spoke. 
“There’s more. Civil Protection was able to track the three of you here. We have 
about ten minutes before they arrive.” 



A piercing silence fell over the group, the kind that made Ath aware of the grind of 
the cogs in his brain turning. 
“How could they have possibly tracked us?” Izaya said breathlessly. “I was so 
careful…”  
The Chancellor took no pause, strolling over to Ath. 
“Izaya and Taln, please leave the room,” the Chancellor said firmly. “I must speak 
to Ath privately.” 
Ath looked at the two of them. Izaya looked like she wanted to protest, but a clap 
on the shoulder from Taln made her begrudgingly walk out of the room with him. 
Ath was alone with the Chancellor. 
“Ath,” she said. “I need your iok.” 
Ath hesitated. It would be one thing if the Chancellor was asking him to use a 
single-use iok, the ones from the store that come preloaded with a single sequence. 
But this one was his. He received it from the Veyek Corporation when he enrolled 
in Veyek University, free of charge thanks to Izaya’s position. It was locked, 
though being an Experimental Sequencing student meant he could use it to weave 
many of his own sequences so long as they used Corporation-approved characters. 
It was a symbol of his achievement, his hard work.  He knew there was nothing 
really wrong with having another person touch his iok, but the warnings he had 
heard through childhood that repeated on the entertainment news section of the 
Floodplain made his discomfort spike. 
If you let someone touch your iok, they can control your mind. 
If someone touches your iok, the ioza will eat them alive. 
He shook these irrational thoughts away, and slowly pulled out his iok from around 
his neck. His hand began shaking a bit as he surrendered it to the Chancellor. 
When it left his touch, a sharp anxiety shot through him. 
The Chancellor turned his iok around in her hand, studying the logo of the Veyek 
Corporation and the University stamped on one of its five sides. 
“It’s amazing how we’ve learned to manipulate something we know so little 
about,” she said, almost to herself. She placed Ath’s iok flat in one hand. She 
traced her finger over Veyek’s logo. Ath’s iok began to glow and shake terribly, 
emitting a high-pitched screech. Light suddenly exploded out of it and coalesced 



just above their heads. From thin air, a smiling mouth stretched itself into 
existence. It was the Stream Master. 
“USER, OA’WUR ATH, REGISTRATION 2934854739, YOU ARE 
ATTEMPTING TO ILLEGALLY TAMPER WITH THE PROPERTY OF THE 
VEYEK CORPORATION! CEASE AND DESIST OR ACTION WILL BE 
TAKEN!” 
“Hush,” the Chancellor said, and she began to weave sequences with her free hand. 
Four complex characters Ath didn’t recognize burned in the air, and with a wave of 
her hand, the Chancellor turned the characters into glowing, twisting swords and 
spears of magenta energy that reached from the tips of her fingers toward the 
Stream Master. The Stream Master’s own rainbow tongue shot out, exchanging 
blows with the strings of ioza coming from the Chancellor’s fingers. After a few 
minutes of back and forth, the Stream Master was cornered by the Chancellor’s 
sequences, which ripped into its lips like fish hooks. The Stream Master gave one 
last terrified scream, and then shattered into a cloud of glowing dust. Ath’s iok 
went dark before crumbling into grey powder. 
“There we are,” she said. “That awful thing is what reported your location to 
Veyek. Unfortunately, Veyek made sure no one could use one of his ioku without 
one of those things tracking their every move. Such clever sequencing for such 
petty reasons. What a waste of potential.” 
Ath just looked at his now-dead iok with his mouth agape. 
“Why would you do that?!” he exclaimed. Without his iok, he was powerless. 
Completely and utterly vulnerable. 
“Ath, Veyek controls every iok cut with his seal. After tonight, any sequence you 
would try to do with it would have just backfired on you. It was useless.” 
Now I’m useless too, Ath thought in despair. 
You’re not useless, came the Chancellor voice in his mind. 
He met her eyes in terror.  
“Um,” he began, words failing him. 
Don’t talk, came her whisper in his mind. Just listen. 
He nodded slowly.  



You have a strange power, don’t you Ath? her voice whispered while her mouth 
remained closed. A power that lets you use your memories and your imagination to 
make your sequences even stronger. 
Panic was consuming him, sending his brain into overdrive and lighting a fire in 
his stomach. 
That’s not all you can do. You can connect with others. You can feel what they feel.   
It was the nightmare that played in his head at least once a day. 
You’re an empath. 
“You can’t tell anyone I’m one of them,” he sputtered, fresh tears rolling down his 
eyes. “Please.” 
He was convinced the Chancellor was really a demon. She had taken his iok so she 
could invade his mind, stealing his secrets. He was finally being punished by Yanu 
for being what she was saying he was.  
Ath, she said in his mind, Why do you think I can speak to you like this?  
He tried to respond, but all he could do was blink away his tears. 
We’re the same, Ath. I’m an empath, too.  
Ath sat there, stunned for what felt like an eternity. Never in his life had he met 
another person with his power. He had heard of others, of course.  
Empaths removed from their jobs and homes in the capital overnight after a 
corporate manager found out what they are, thrown into the lower levels with 
nothing.  
Empaths beaten up in the southern republics of the Federation.  
Empaths disappeared from plain sight off the streets in Kirgash.  
Empaths arrested en masse in the Yanist nations in the West, sent to “rehabilitation 
camps” and never seen again.  
He had heard about the lives of other empaths. But now he was actually meeting 
another one, and it wasn’t on the way to prison like he had always imagined. He 
had no idea what to do. 
You don’t need to be afraid anymore. 
“How long have you known about me?” he said, his voice soft and child-like. 
“Since you were born,” the Chancellor said. “We can sense each other. You can’t 
sense me because, well, I’m very good at hiding it. We have to be.” 
She put her hand on his knee 



“There are more of us, Ath. Many more people with incredible powers. Tell me, 
when you feel the emotions of others, can you also tell when they’re lying?” 
Ath nodded slowly. He could think of many times throughout childhood when his 
stomach would immediately begin to knot itself as someone projected deception on 
to him. Very few people were comfortable lying, and their emotions told Ath 
everything he needed to know. It was a sensation he was used to. Over the past few 
months, he felt it every time he asked Izaya how she was feeling. 
“And when you do sequences, using characters alone don’t work for you, I bet,” 
the Chancellor said. “It works best when you just… imagine it. And I bet you’ve 
even performed sequences without even consciously trying to.” 
Ath nodded again, remembering the strange sequence he had performed only hours 
earlier that saved Izaya and Taln. The Chancellor smiled, and removed the 
unlocked iok from around her neck. She tossed it across the room as casually as 
Ath threw his laundry on his bedroom floor. Her skin noticeably sagged and the 
dark patches under her eyes became more pronounced as the ioza fueling her 
beauty sequences had moved further away. Silently, eyes locked on Ath, the 
Chancellor’s right hand turned into an abstract shape of white light. The light 
spiraled and splintered, taking the form of a bouquet of flowers. The Chancellor 
threw the flowers into the air as her hand re-materialized, and with a firm clap her 
hands, caused them to elongate and expand outward. The ceiling of the room was 
now covered in a network of soft greenery. 
“That’s impossible,” Ath said. He wasn’t so much speaking to the Chancellor. It 
was more like he was trying to regain his balance after having the axis of his 
perception of reality thrown in all directions. One of the most basic, fundamental 
rules of the iok was that they required contact with living flesh to activate the ioza 
within. Sequences that had already been performed could still function within a 
range of about a mile or so of the source of the ioza. He could even recite an 
equation for determining the lifespan of a sequence based on the size and distance 
of its power source. It was theoretically impossible, however, for anyone to draw a 
sequence from scratch like the Chancellor had just done without physical contact 
with an iok. The equation assumes the sequence had already been cast the only 
way physically possible. Now another destabilizing variable had proved to him that 
no amount of knowledge or experience could prepare him for whatever mess of a 



situation he found himself in now. His own life had already ceased to make sense. 
All he could do was groan softly as the laws of nature themselves were thrown out 
the window as well. 
“Our world is already full of wonder,” the Chancellor mused. “Ioza is some godly 
energy that lets us sculpt our thoughts into physical matter using an iok as the 
chisel. But sequences only work if we can make an iok understand the relationship 
of those thoughts to physical reality. In Skozar and other Yanist nations we learn to 
use Yanobe characters, derived from ancient Mu and Azaka sciences. The 
Kirgashis use their hand-signs, the T'Gal have their spoken enchantments, the Osi 
have their meditation... but there are also those who already speak the language of 
ioza, who are born speaking it. Isn’t that wonderful, Ath? A world full of people 
with imaginations so powerful, so vivid, that all they need to do is think to use a 
tool as powerful as ioza? People who can always see the truth inside others just by 
looking at them? That’s what we are as empaths, Ath. I’ve spent my entire life 
trying to understand why…” 
She trailed off for a moment, then returned to him. 
“People fear difference, Ath. They fear what they can’t understand. You must 
forgive them for that. Fear can only be cured through listening and speaking with 
love.”  
“Why are you telling me this?” Ath said, looking directly into her eyes.  
She smiled a bit. 
“Because you’ve never spoken about your power to anyone beside yourself before. 
And so many of those words were not so kind, I’ll bet.” 
Ath looked away from her. The pounding in his head had begun to return. 
“You need to use your power now more than ever, Ath, and you need to use it 
properly,” she urged. “Find the truth with it, but then find your conclusions based 
on your own feelings. But don’t let them overwhelm you. It's a difficult balance to 
strike. Try and remember to think outside the self. Not just your “self,” but the 
selves of everyone. See them as unique and as precious and your own self. Izaya 
and Taln need you to be their guide, not the other way around. If you can’t help 
them see through the illusion of this world, it will never change. And if we can’t 
change it… well, with the way things are going, it’ll be different for sure, but not 
in the way anyone wants.” 



She placed both her hands on his. 
“You have so much more power than you think you do, Ath. It will never come 
from an iok. Now, show me.” 
“I---” 
“Don’t think. Just feel.” 
Ath closed his eyes and breathed. He felt the air, the warmth of heating sequences, 
he smelled old textbooks and fading upholstery… but underneath it all, he knew 
there was another layer. An energy radiated from somewhere just outside his skin, 
washing through his veins. Ath took in a sharp breath as sensation spread through 
him. It was pure strength, touching his brain and suddenly making him aware of his 
whole body, not just the terrified thoughts and confusion that had clouded his 
perception until now.  He felt whole and filled out, solid and unbreakable. The 
feeling lasted for only a minute before it ceased. Ath stared at her, mouth slightly 
agape, trying to understand what had just happened. She had a slight glow 
emanating from her, a deep lavender like the sky during sunset.  
“We need to leave, now,” the Chancellor said. “I know this is happening too 
quickly. But time is no longer an everyday luxury you get to enjoy. The worst that 
could have happened is already happening, unfortunately. All we can do is move 
forward.” 
Ath nodded, this time with confidence. The strength that had just coursed through 
him lingered like an echo, telling him quietly to get up. He did so with only 
moderate pain, a strange adrenaline keeping him focused on moving as he followed 
the Chancellor out the door.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 3: Lower Levels 
The Chancellor led Ath through the winding hallways of her house in total silence. 
Ath briefly glanced at the glass walls, which were swarming with 3D images of the 
Chancellor’s travels through the world and work at the University. He tried to form 
stories and ideas about the scenes he was seeing, but his mind was moving far too 
fast for him to process anything. His head still ached and his stomach desperately 
wanted to empty itself. All he could do to keep from vomiting was focus on 
following the Chancellor, one foot in front of the other, even as insane thoughts 
and overwhelming emotions tried to send him toppling down.  
The Chancellor led them through a doorway into her garage, where Izaya and Taln 
stood by a beautiful sky-flyer. Its boat-like body was painted with swirls of baby 
blue and ruby red, and the wings sticking out of it were pearly white. Izaya had 
been talking to Taln quietly, but when she saw Ath and the Chancellor enter, her 
mouth closed and her eyes locked on them.  
“Ath,”she said softly as they approached.  
Ath said nothing back to her, only giving her a tight glare. Izaya tried to speak 
again, but the Chancellor cut her off.  
“Izaya, listen to me,” the Chancellor said. “You need to get to Yanuketesal as fast 
as possible before Veyek and the Federation catch up to you, and you need to take 
Ath and Taln with you. Do not argue with me.”  
Izaya almost spoke, but instead she bit her lip and nodded. 
“First you need to visit Yeth on Level 30 to get you to the West. Don’t take any 
public transit or the Skyways,” the Chancellor continued. “They’re all being 
watched.” 
“What will you do?” Izaya said to the Chancellor. 
“My family will keep me safe,” she said. “I’ll likely have a long stay at Civil 
Protection, but they won’t harm me. I’ll just say my insane terrorist faculty 
members held me hostage in my own home, while my lawyer demands to know 
why it took Civil Protection so long to assist me in the first place.” 
Izaya stared at the Chancellor for a long time, a single tear falling from her face. 
The Chancellor wiped it away and put her hand on Izaya’s shoulder. 



“This is what we’ve been working for, Izaya. The world is going to change 
whether we are the agents of it or not. You have to be strong. You have to be 
smart. Remember what I’ve taught you.” 
She turned to Ath and Taln.  
“The same goes for you two. Stay alert. Question everything. Do the right thing.” 
Taln and Ath both nodded slowly. Out of nowhere, the entire foundation of the 
house shook slightly, and muffled shouts came from above. Screams of pain 
erupted from multiple parts of the house, as an authoritative voice called for a 
medic. 
“That will be Civil Protection,” the Chancellor said. “And it appears one of them 
has run into my defensive sequences. I should probably go deal with that.” 
She sighed softly. “It’s time for you all to go. The house’s sequences will keep you 
hidden until you break the property line. Then Civil Protection won’t be able to 
pick you out from other traffic.” 
She smiled one more time. 
“I believe in you all.” 
The three of them climbed into the sky-flyer, Izaya and Taln in the front two seats, 
Ath in one of the back seats. Pre-programmed Yanobe characters that made the 
machine fly and move sketched themselves into the iok-glass at Izaya’s touch. 
Ath’s ears popped as a shielding sequence self-activated, sealing a bubble of 
pressurized air around them. The sky-flyer shot forward out of the garage, carried 
by a powerful propulsion sequence. Ath looked behind them as the Chancellor’s 
mansion grew smaller and smaller, surrounded by Civil Protection sky-flyers 
flashing their green and purple lights.  
“She’s going to be okay,” Taln said to Ath without looking behind. “She’s been 
through worse.” 
Ath wanted to say something, ask something, but another wave of exhaustion hit 
him, so he lay back in his seat and let his mind fall out of the back of his head. 
They flew past the impressive collection of lecture halls and administrative 
buildings that constituted the University, and over the sparkling crystal geometry 
of the rest of Level 09811. He traced the boundaries between the interlocking 
housing developments, well-off families and professionals living in 
similarly-shaped glass spheres, cubes, and pyramids perched on hills and tucked 



into valleys with names like Streamburg, Wood Brook, and Crest Villa. They 
reached the end of the garden of light and symmetry, where other skyflyers made a 
line to exit the Level through the narrow hole in the Superstructure’s glass walls. 
The sky-flyers were spit out one by one, and when it was their turn, the sequences 
woven into the passageway warped and contorted. A flash of pure terror seized the 
car. It was both inside and outside of Ath, whips of fear striking out from Izaya, 
and a trembling horror pulsating from Ath’s own stomach. While Ath felt nothing 
from Taln, his jaw was clenched tightly and his fingers drummed against his 
thighs. All of them had seen Stream-memories from passengers of sky-flyers being 
sought by Civil Protection, who control the sequences that guard Superstructures. 
The sequences can force the sky-flyer to stay in place while the occupants are left 
screaming in pain, or the sequences could transport the sky-flyer straight to Civil 
Protection headquarters. These memories did not manifest into reality, however, as 
their sky-flyer passed through the sequences unharmed and entered the tunnel out 
of the level. In front of them, the largest city in the world stretched out as far as the 
eye could see. The glass Superstructures that composed the city stretched hundreds 
of thousands of feet tall and wide, row upon row of interconnected geometric 
nonsense sticking out randomly through hickory-colored smog. The 
Superstructures were all of varying sizes, but each was massive, with every level of 
each one sticking out at random angles and covered in brilliantly gleaming 
advertising sequences. Random infrastructure shot out from each Superstructure 
and latched onto others, creating an all-encompassing labyrinth of interconnected, 
irregular glass polygons. Within the clouds, the buildings emitted very little light 
and instead only reflected back the dim light from their neighbor’s advertising 
sequences, turning them into vicious, ghostly, impressions. Below him, the inky, 
slow-moving blackness of the Skoza River covered the Old City and submerged 
the bottom levels of the Superstructures. He shuddered a bit as his mind fell into 
the blackness, making him snap straight up and look ahead. In distance and past the 
edges of the furthest Superstructures were the Skyways. The corridors of swirling 
neon-blue shot sky-flyers faster than the speed of sound with sequences sustained 
in massive iok-rings, out toward the rest of the Skozara Federation. 
Instead of going with the majority of the traffic exiting the Supertstructure’s main 
body, they went straight down. They reached the bottom of their cylindrical 



Superstructure. Its base was composed of several gargantuan, interlocking concrete 
slabs, whose surfaces just barely rose out of the river. On the crevices between the 
slabs, in the shadow of the shining glass of the Levels above, little clusters of 
shacks huddled around the entryways back onto the Superstructure's body, the 
Levels at the base being made of aged concrete rather than newly sequenced glass. 
On the surface of one of the slabs, Izaya carefully landed the Skyflyer in a parking 
area suspended on the edge of a shack village. Only a few old sky-flyers in varying 
states of decay occupied the lot. They touched down, and the door of the craft 
silently slid open. They filed out of the flyer, Taln in front and Izaya and Ath in the 
rear.  Litter that looked like a combination of organic and ioza-constructed waste 
lay in patches everywhere.  The residents, mostly various Westerners, Eastern 
natives, and a few gaunt looking Skozara, sat in the doorways of shacks made of 
flimsy sheets. The sheets were not even real material, but rather Material 
Construction sequences, which could only bring matter into the world for at most a 
month before the single-use iok died out. Many of the  residents had masks 
covering their faces to protect themselves from the smog. People in bundles of 
clothing sat slumped against the walls of their shacks, staring off into the colorful 
nothingness of the Stream. The shack village was clustered around an entryway 
back into the Superstructure, which led to the massive atrium of the Level. The 
Level was built into the top most crevice of the uppermost concrete slab. The Level 
was composed of maybe 1000 individual floors of open-air hallways surrounding 
all four sides, and above, the sequenced sky reflected the brown clouds rather than 
the stars. They made their way through encampments of people and families. 
Around them, the open-air halls were densely packed, with hundreds of people 
sitting in or around various doorways covered in advertising sequences. Life-sized, 
cartoon figures jumped out from the doorways along the hallways, yelling and 
shrieking in Yan’koj, Skozara, and a variety of Western and Eastern languages Ath 
did not recognize. It was the most diverse crowd Ath had ever seen; Osi women 
with their blonde hair woven into elaborate patterns squeezed between Ijodi men in 
flowing rainbow skirts. T'Gal traders from the mountains argued with skinny 
Skozara housewives clutching the wrists of squirming children. For Ath, being in a 
crowd like this was overwhelming. The collective emotions of those assembled, all 
felt at different levels, pooled together into a single waterfall of anxiety that doused 



him. Unable to pick out individual feelings, all he knew was an overwhelming 
ache, a deep weight that made him feel like his spine would snap at any minute. He 
had been in many crowds like this before, however, and managed to keep his 
composure, though his jaw ached from clenching it so hard. “ What he didn’t 
understand, however, was why no one seemed to be doing anything. He was used 
to his bustling Level, where if you were ten minutes early you were already five 
minutes late. 
“Is it a holiday here or something?” Ath asked.  
“Why do you ask?” Taln said. 
“I mean, kids are playing instead of going to school, the adults are just hanging out 
instead of being at work. What’s everyone uh… doing?” 
“Well, there’s almost no jobs here except for being a Civil Protection officer or 
work for a Corporation, and most of the people here can’t do that without attending 
a University on a Level they can’t afford to live anywhere near. The kid schools 
are only open one day a week.” 
“How can they have no money?” Ath questioned. “This is the same Superstructure 
I grew up in, and my Level isn’t anything like this.” 
“The government contracts Veyek Corporation to run this Superstructure, so they 
get to manage its finances. The Corporation gives out credits based on 
‘assessments’ it performs, to see if a community can produce more profit then 
what’s initially invested in it. They look at things like the rate of employment, how 
much the people pay in taxes, how educated they are. They don’t fund this Level 
because the high rates of debt, violence and illiteracy make it unlikely to be 
profitable.” 
“So the Corporation doesn’t build doesn’t schools or create jobs because they don't 
trust the people here to be productive, but that only makes the problems they 
complain about worse. How does that make sense?” 
“It’s not supposed to,” Izaya said plainly. 
Without warning, fear exploded in his vicinity, terror descending on the crowd like 
an airborne plague. Ath scanned the area to try and see the cause of the alarm. 
Behind them was a squadron of Skozara Civil Protection officers riding a massive 
Walker. The officers stood in a circle on top of its cube-shaped, metallic body with 
their red eyes on the crowd, the Walker’s eight metal legs scampering down the 



road. The people in the Walker’s way moved to either side silently, mothers 
clutching children and young men looking to the ground as the machine and its 
hard-faced operators rumbled past. The Walker made no effort to avoid the small 
shacks, their residents fleeing as their sequenced homes were crushed under its 
weight and exploded into clouds of sparkling lights. While the people around them 
all maintained calm exteriors, fear pooled into the atrium like thousands of 
volcanoes were erupting at once, replacing the jubilant energy of the street with 
tight silence. Izaya touched Ath’s shoulder again, more gently this time, and he 
allowed her to guide him to the side of the road as the Walker stomped toward 
them.  
“Just stay calm,” Taln said. 
“I thought they only had Walkers in war zones,” Ath said in amazement as the 
mobile weapon passed them. 
Ath was thrown on his back as the ground below them quaked violently. He looked 
up, clutching the top of his head, and saw that two of the Walker’s legs had been 
reduced to rubble, and the officers riding on top of it had been thrown off. The one 
in front was shouting something to the others, but as his mouth moved, a streak of 
light pierced through his chest. He fell to the ground while greyish blood soaked 
through his shirt. Ath looked up towards the source of the killing sequence, and 
saw several people standing in one of the hallways above them. They wore dark 
masks and one held a red battle iok in her hand. The officers below conjured fire 
and lightning in their hands and sent their sequences flying towards the attackers 
on the roof. The assailants scattered and a woman ran out of the cloud of smoke, 
screaming something in T'Gal with tears and blood streaming down her face. 
“Time to go!” Taln shouted, pulling Ath toward the opposite wall with Izaya 
following close behind. The sounds of explosions and screaming followed them as 
they reached an emptier area of the floor of the atrium. 
The three of them leaned against the wall of a shack, trying to catch their breath. 
“Why would they do that?” Ath choked out. His entire body was numb and all he 
could hear were police sirens and the echoes of pained moans in the distance. 
“Why did those people attack the police?” Why---” 
“Ath,” Taln said. “Take a deep breath.” 
Ath did so, and his mind cleared slightly. 



“I didn’t realize it was still this bad here,” Izaya said through shaky breaths. “I.. I 
haven’t....I’ve only seen it in memory-sequences for years now. I forgot what it's 
like to actually...” 
“Well, you need to get used to it again,” Taln replied in a hard voice. 
“What do you mean you forgot?” Ath said to Izaya. “You’ve seen this kind of stuff 
in real life before?”  
“We need to keep moving,” Izaya inserted instead. She took Ath’s hand as they 
approached a lifting sequence that carried their bodies gently upward towards the 
open-aired hallways. Ath instinctively tried to pull away, but Izaya was thankfully 
keeping her anxiety to herself. She was stone cold, focused. Touching her skin was 
like touching the glass walls themselves. She moved them forward, gently touching 
down on the floor of a hallway. In front of them was a door being guarded by a 
muscular, mean-looking Tazaka man. The Tazaka looked similar to the Skozara 
due to a common ancestry, though their features were somewhat darker and 
sharper, and their eyes tended to be violet rather than red. 
“Lu’a seo’az?” the man asked in Tazaka-accented Yan’koj. 
Who are you? Ath translated in his mind. 
“Seo’ad Oa’wur Izaya,” Izaya responded. “Yeth kayas’ad kojas. At kesojos’az 
yavik seo Izaya.” 
I am Oa’wur Izaya. I need to speak to Yeth. Tell her that Izaya is here. 
The man nodded and disappeared for a moment. He returned after several tense 
minutes, and beckoned them in. After ducking inside, they found themselves in a 
warehouse-like space filled with tables and workbenches. Many people of varying 
ethnicities and ages occupied it, though they all worked quietly and with 
determination at their tables, manipulating ioku or writing characters down on 
iok-glass. As they passed the workstations, those working gave them confused and 
apprehensive looks. They entered a room on the far side of the workshop, and the 
muscular Azaka man closed the door behind them. They found themselves on one 
side of a massive wooden desk. A Skozara woman wearing a sleek, navy-blue 
skinsuit and what looked like some kind of military-issued hat sat on the other side, 
smiling at them. 
“Izaya,” she said, spreading her hands apart as she stood. “It’s been too long, my 
dear.” 



As Yeth spread her hands, her emotions washed over Ath. She was raised the 
traditional Skozara way; she was driven by power, and took pleasure in dominance. 
She was a master manipulator, able to give the illusion of choice, making the other 
person feel like they were always making a decision in their best interest, when 
really the decision had already been made for them by Yeth twenty minutes ago. 
“Yeth,” Izaya said. A smile cut across her face, but from where Ath was standing, 
he could see the muscles in her face were being worked extra hard. He could feel 
her suppressing powerful urges to commit horrible acts of violence. 
“I haven’t seen you since…. It has been a long time.” 
“Well, now, this must be an interesting story,” Yeth said with another sick grin. 
“I’m surprised you don’t already know,” Izaya retorted. 
“Information is a very precious resource in this country,” Yeth said. “I knew one 
Oa’wur Izaya is wanted by the Skozara Federation for crimes including treason, 
murder, and terrorism,  but why don’t you tell me what really brings you here?” 
“We need to get to the Holy Dominion quickly and quietly,” Izaya said.  
“Oh?” Yeth said with a sharp laugh. “Is that all?” 
“I know we’re asking a lot,” Izaya said sweetly. “But the Union can compensate 
you in the usual ways.” 
At the mention of the word “Union,” Yeth looked as if someone told her she had 
won the lottery. 
“And here I thought Zeniya was done dealing with criminal scum like me?” 
“Circumstances have changed,” Izaya said with a shrug. 
“Well, that is simply wonderful to hear!” Yeth said, clapping her hands together. 
“Why don’t you all wait in our barracks while we prepare? You must be 
exhausted.” 
“That would be appreciated.” 
Yeth touched the unlocked ioku hanging from her neck. A skinny T'Gal boy 
entered, and led the three of them back through the work room to a back hall. The 
child gestured to a door to his right, which the three of them stepped through. The 
door shut behind him. They were in a dingy, dimly-lit room with several bunkbeds, 
clothing drawers, and shaving mirrors.  
Ath sat on one of the beds. Taln leaned against a wall while Izaya paced nervously. 
“Izaya” Ath said, “Something isn’t right with Yeth. She isn’t telling us the truth. 



“Well, of course she isn’t, Ath, she’s an arms dealer and a people smuggler,” Izaya 
snapped. Her face softened as Ath turned away. 
“Ath, I’m---” she said, but she stopped herself. “I’m going to see if I can find some 
food.” 
Izaya hurried out of the room, not looking back behind her. Taln and Ath were left 
alone. 
“Are you alright, Ath?” 
Ath looked at Taln in surprise. Taln looked back at him with a completely neutral 
expression. 
“I’m okay,” Ath said quickly. “Well not really, but--- I don’t know, I don’t think 
being okay really matters anymore.” 
He cringed as the words left his lips. 
“I know what you mean,” Taln said. 
“You do?” 
Taln let go a deep sigh, and Ath felt a stoic calm wash over him. He wanted to 
straighten his back and get focused, make plans and contingencies. This calm 
motivation was cultivated from years of painful experience and practice, bound by 
something stronger than itself. The feeling resting below, what lay at the bottom of 
Taln’s pond, was a feeling Ath couldn’t name. It was a strange mixture of true love 
and blinding murderous rage, as if Ath had seen Izaya die in front of him in 
another life, but knew he could save her in this one if he worked hard enough. He 
realized after a moment that Taln was sharing his emotions. 
“How--” 
“You haven’t met many other empaths before, have you?” Taln said casually. 
Ath looked at Taln with wide eyes. 
“Don’t worry,” Taln said out loud. “I won’t tell anyone.” 
Just promise you’ll keep my secret, too, Taln’s voice whispered in Ath’s mind. 
“Wha-- You… you and the Chancellor…” 
“And probably a lot more people in this world,” Taln finished.  
Taln put his arm around Ath’s shoulders. Ath recoiled at first on instinct, expecting 
a rush of emotions to overwhelm him. Instead, he only felt the texture of Taln’s 
skin and the strength in his arms. 
“You don’t have to be afraid anymore,” Taln said as he withdrew. 



“I… I always wondered why I never felt anything from you,” Ath said. “The 
Chancellor said other em--- other people like us can shield our feelings from each 
other. But then on the flyer, you---” 
“You can say ‘empath.’ You’ll feel better about it, I promise.” 
“I---” 
“Say it. Say you’re an empath.” 
“I’m… an… I’m an empath,” Ath muttered. The words were so strange in his 
mouth; he had never said them out loud before. Everytime he imagined saying it 
out loud, he figured it would only be after a few hours of being tortured in some 
Civil Protection prison. It was a dam inside the river of his mind that had been 
blown to pieces. Emotion overwhelmed him, his own emotions pulsating from his 
stomach and his chest. He felt like he had grown three inches and gained twenty 
pounds. He felt lighter, energetic. He wanted to leap off the wall and fly across the 
mountains. 
“That felt good, didn’t it?” Taln said with a wide grin. 
“Well, I don’t have to tell you, do I?” Ath said. He couldn’t keep himself from 
smiling. His smile didn’t last however, when his memories came back to him. 
“In the house, back in Skozelok… you were sequencing without an iok, weren’t 
you?” 
“Yes.” 
“And that’s why you were so calm around Civil Protection before that.” 
“That’s just practice. It’s not a power that should be used openly, or often. Our 
bodies aren’t made of crystal like ioku are. It doesn’t take much ioza to fry our 
cells and do some real damage.” 
“Well, I’d rather light my own fire then get snuffed out by the smoke of someone 
else’s, I guess.” 
Taln let out a deep laugh, and when he stopped, they sat in silence for several 
minutes. It was a comfortable silence. Without words, they simply enjoyed the 
weight of each other’s presence, a gravity that bent the space around them into an 
insulating wall of armor. 
“Ath, you have to try and understand the position she’s in,” Taln said. “You know 
as well as I do that this situation is tearing her apart. 
Ath’s smile faded 



“The position she put us in,” Ath spat back. “The position she dragged us into.” 
“Please trust us, Ath. I know it’s hard,” he said. “I trusted you with something very 
personal today. Now I’m asking you to trust me. Trust Izaya, even though I know 
you’re angry at her. You’ve felt how much she loves you, and that’s something she 
can’t lie about. Can you try to do that?” 
Think outside of the self. 
Slowly, Ath nodded. Taln clapped him on the back again as the walls of the 
building shook violently. 
“We should see what’s going on,” Taln said. Ath followed him out of the room, his 
head still spinning. 
They returned into the main workshop area to find it suddenly filled with people of 
every age and size. They were packed in every square inch of the interior, lining 
the walls and squatting on the floors. Fathers tended to fussy babies while their 
wives craned their necks over those in front of them, trying to get a peek at 
something on the far side of the room. Taln and Ath wove their way through the 
crowd expertly, muttering apologies in Yan’koj and Skozara. At one point, a man 
grabbed Ath by the shoulder, shouting at him with rough-sounding words in T'Gal. 
Taln responded in a low voice, his eyes darting around at the people surrounding 
them. When Taln finished speaking, the man nodded in understanding, and 
released Ath. Finally, after pushing through the last wall of bodies, they found 
themselves back in the workshop area, where Yeth was directing her workers in 
several different languages. Izaya stood next to her, scanning the crowd nervously, 
her eyes lighting up when she saw Ath and Taln. 
“Oh, good!” Yeth exclaimed. “I was wondering where you two went. We’re almost 
ready. We need to move along, as I’ve been told Civil Protection is down the 
street. Something about a security sweep after a terrorist attack. No one said living 
in the Lower Levels wasn’t exciting!” 
“Ready for what, exactly?” Ath asked. Izaya reached over and began to stroke his 
hair. He almost walked away when she touched him, but instead let her continue. 
Uneasy vibrations of worry were coming off of her, but Ath tried to focus on 
physical sensation. 
The feeling of fingers in his hair. 
The smell of sweat. 



The heat of so many bodies packed into such a small space. 
“Well, Ath,” Yeth said, “I am in the very honorable business of selling ioku to the 
poor zo-- uh, Vena’lu who can’t afford to buy them from the Corporations. I buy 
raw ioku from the West, and resell them here on the Lower Levels at a discount by 
locking them to my own iok.” 
“You send Vena’lu to the mines in Kujar to die, and then charge their grieving 
families 20% interest on the locked  ioku you fill with illegal, bootleg sequences.” 
Taln spat. 
Anger exploded out from him, striking Ath like a powerful gust of wind on a 
stormy sea. 
“Well, you handsome zoto, if you find my business so disagreeable, you can swim 
to the West,” Yeth said sweetly. 
“That won’t be necessary,” Izaya said.  
As soon as she spoke, the feelings from Taln immediately subsided, and he looked 
towards Yeth shoes. 
“Please, forgive me,” he said in a monotone. “I just… remember what it was like, 
to see people who came back from mines. The children and elderly poisoned by 
bad sequences.” 
“Oh, you poor thing,” Yeth said, pouting her lips. “Your story is why I do what I 
do! Maybe, if these poor souls work as hard you did, they can get to see the upper 
levels of the capital. Yanu knows that’s where I’d rather be.”  
The building shook again as shouting rang out from outside, sending a wave of 
nervous chatter through the crowd. Yeth’s expression did not break. 
“Now, let me take care of some business, and then we’ll head down to the docks. 
“Mot’etoko! Everyone!” Yeth shouted in Yan’koj and Skozara, gaining the 
crowd’s attention. “I’m offering 200 in-house credits to anyone willing to 
accompany me on a trip to Kujar. Your families will have immediate access to this 
credit as soon as you are chosen. Now, who’s up for it?” 
The crowd exploded in shouts. Yeth made her way around the room, choosing the 
young and able-bodied from the crowds. Their faces lit up in relief.  
The mood of the room changed, however, when the door to the outside exploded in 
blue light. Arcs of vicious sequences were striking a blue wall that had appeared 
over the doorway. The muscular man that had been guarding the door had his palm 



pressed against the shield, his eyes intensely focused as he drew fresh characters on 
its surface. 
“Yeth, az tiros,” he said. “Er tikukos’ad u’adokok.” 
Yeth, you need to go. I will move the workshop. 
Yeth chuckled as she led the crowd of the chosen back to her office, placing her 
hands on Taln and Izaya’s backs. Those who had not been chosen began to shout in 
alarm as the workers who had been using the tables held them back with glowing 
red ioku shooting out stunning sequences. Yeth waved her hand and another wall 
of blue energy covered the entryway to her office, silencing the desperate cries of 
the people left outside. 
“Well, that was close!” she said with a sick grin. Those who had been trampled and 
hit by stunning sequences looked up at her in pain. 
“What’s going to happen to all those people out there?” Ath asked. The sequence 
protecting the office did not keep their terror from radiating in. 
“If Yeth’s people use a teleportation sequence to move the workshop, they likely 
won’t take any of those poor souls with them,” Taln said. “If Civil Protection gets 
them, they’ll be shipped to prison for working without a permit in an unlicensed 
shop.” 
“What a handsome group we have here!” Yeth chirped, pushing her way to her 
desk. She drew a character in the air, and a doorway of stars opened in front of the 
desk. 
“Let’s go, now, the transports won’t wait for more than a few minutes!” Yeth said 
as the migrant workers shuffled through the portal. Izaya, Taln, and Ath followed 
close behind. 
When they emerged from the other side of the doorway, they found themselves in a 
building somehow even more chaotic than the one they had just left. T'Gal, 
Skozara, and a great number of Westerners rushed around madly, shouting in 
Yan’koj, Kirgashi, and dozens of other languages. Carts full of boxes flew around 
everywhere.  On the far left of the space, massive airships of all shapes and sizes 
were docked in front of the massive openings in the wall.  
“She’s shipping people like cargo,” Ath said to no one, his stomach turning. 
“Keep up!” Yeth shouted over the noise.  



The group approached one of the ships. It was enormous, a bird-shaped airship 
flashing various Corporate logos as boxes filed themselves into it through an 
opening towards the back. Its six crystal wings were made of cut ioku filled with 
propulsion and levitation sequences. Leaning against the ship was a Skozosi guard 
wearing a black vest that read “Federal Skyport of Skozelok --- Security 
Corporation.” He looked at Yeth, rolled his eyes, and moved towards her. 
“Hello, Gathalan,” Yeth said. “Those weren’t your boys who caused all that 
trouble on my Level, I hope.” 
“Not us,” the man said. “That was one of the T'Gal families. One of their 
matriarchs was killed in Tohazetok during a raid last night. Along with two of her 
young children. My boys know better than to hit the CP. It’s why we get to work 
up here in the Skyport with… business-people like yourself.” 
“Oh, Yanu help them. Well, I’ll send them my condolences.”  
“You aren’t as slick as you think you are, Yeth,” the guard growled. “This is five 
more then you said,” 
“That’s five more payments for us,” Yeth reasoned. 
The guard rolled his eyes again and nodded for them to enter the ships where the 
boxes were floating in.  
As the line of T'Gal began to enter the ship, a rough voice cried out from behind 
them. 
“Halt!” 
“Oh, twala,” Yeth mumbled as a Civil Protection officer came over to them, her 
iok glowing an angry red on her chest. 
Yeth flashed her shark-like smile. “And what seems to be the problem, officer?” 
“I know what you’re up to, Yeth,” the officer grunted.  
Yeth’s smile disappeared.  
“O-oh?” Yeth stammered.  
Several in the group shifted uncomfortably, giving each other fearful looks.  
“Unless,” The guard said, “we can work out a deal.” 
Another smile extended along Yeth’s jawline.  
“How does 200 sound?” 
“450.” 
“You must be joking.” 



“I have 6 kids to feed, Yeth, and the Veyek Corporation just slashed our wages 
again,” the guard said. “Now pay up or I’ll be taking every single one of these zoto 
to Civil Protection.” 
Some of the people in the crowd gasped in panic, and Yeth looked the officer up 
and down. Reluctantly, she pulled a small credit-chip out of her pocket and wrote 
“450” in Yan’koj numbers. She sealed it with a flash of light from her fingerprint 
and handed it over. 
“Enjoy your trip,” the officer said with a grin as she took the chip. 
When she had disappeared, Yeth muttered “Corrupt piece of no’anya” and 
beckoned the group on to the ship.  
They filed in between the floating boxes. Ath followed the shuffling line of people 
as they entered the cargo hold. It was dark, hot, and overflowing with boxes full of 
goods. The only light in the room was a few thin windows on one of the walls. The 
stowaways took uncomfortable seats in between the boxes.  
“Where did Yeth go?” he asked them. 
“She gets to sit up front with the pilot,” Taln said with an edge. 
The ship shook, and Ath felt it lift slightly off the ground. He peered out the 
window. The ship inched forward, and when it came close to a massive opening in 
the wall, propulsion sequences shot it out over the land. 
The sheer force of the sequences overwhelmed Ath with dizziness. Airships this 
size were powered by hundreds of ioku woven into their wings, so they could 
travel incredibly fast without the use of the Skyways. He leaned against the wall, 
closed his eyes  and tried to collect himself. He was suddenly overwhelmed with 
exhaustion, wanting nothing more than to go to sleep. He worried, though, that if 
he slept now, he might find the darkness too safe and easy. No explosions, no one 
dying. He knew if he slept now, he might not want to wake up.  
“Are you okay?” 
Ath looked up to find Taln staring at him. He tried to form a response, but there 
was a pressure building inside his head. His skull filled with sand and there was a 
dull throbbing began behind his eyes. The room began to close in on him, the heat 
and the darkness pinching at him. His hands began to shake and his skin became 
hot. 



“Ath,” Taln said. Taln’s hand was shaking too, and he was breathing heavily, but 
his face was calm, like he had been through this before. 
Slowly, keeping eye contact with Ath the entire time, Taln put his hands in Ath’s. 
His grip was strong and sturdy, but he held Ath’s hand gently. Staring into Taln’s 
eyes, a warmth spread from Taln’s hands to Ath’s. The panic over Ath lifted, the 
sand in his skull turning to water and evaporating. The heat in his skin subsided. 
Ath breathed a sigh of relief.  
“Thank you,” Ath said. 
“Ath,” Izaya said. She was standing on the other side of Taln, peering over his 
shoulder to meet Ath’s eye. It was the first time she had really made eye contact 
since Ath had watched her kill the home invaders. She was keeping her feelings 
behind a wall of calm, though Ath could tell it was grounded in her possession of 
an iok rather than an actual sense of security.  
“Let’s talk for a moment,” Izaya continued. Taln nodded and moved, making his 
way to a window on the other side of the cargo hold that several other people were 
gazing out of. 
Slowly, cautiously, Izaya scooched closer to him. 
“I need to tell you some things.” 
Ath looked up at her slowly, meeting her eye with hesitation.  
“The Holy Dominion is really, really, different from Skozar,” Izaya said. “People 
pay a lot of attention to the behavior of others there. So you need…” 
She paused. 
“You need to act like everything is fine, even though I know it isn’t.” 
Ath’s face twisted into an expression of rage, and he slammed his fist on the wall. 
“That’s all you have to say?!” he snarled. 
“Ath,” Izaya said with a straight face. “Please.” 
She motioned her head behind her. Ath peered around and saw a group of their 
fellow passengers staring at them, muttering quietly. Taln noticed as well, and 
moved over to draw their attention by asking them questions in Yan’koj. 
“Ath, I know none of this makes sense. I want to explain it to you. I really do. But 
there hasn’t been time---” 
“There’s time right now,” Ath said flatly.  
Izaya opened her mouth to respond, but she took a deep breath instead. 



“Fine,” she said. “Fine, you’re right. I’ll try my best to… okay, well, it all started a 
few months ago, right? The Chancellor approached me about the group we’re 
seeing now because…” 
Her words fell away from him as he focused on the realm of her feelings.  
She wasn’t lying. He knew that at least. But there was something missing. What 
she was telling him, her parroting of the explanation the Chancellor had given him, 
was not the whole truth. There was more to this story. Something she was tethering 
to herself with all her might, bound to her by fear. 
“Izaya…” he started, interrupting her.  
He was so close to doing it. He was so close to telling her that he knew she wasn’t 
telling him everything, that he could feel her withholding from him for months 
now. The weight of her absence hung on his shoulders like… 
Like the secret she had fastened to her heart. It crushed them both, dragging them 
further and further down and away from each other. Ath quickly looked at Taln, 
and wasn’t surprised  to find Taln already looking back at him. Taln nodded. 
Now you’re getting it, Taln whispered in his mind. 
Taking a deep breath of his own, he turned to Izaya again. 
“I know you can’t tell me the full truth,” he said. “It’s okay. Just tell me what we 
need to do to get through this in one piece, okay?”  
Izaya’s eyebrows raised in surprise, but she quickly regained her composure. 
“Um… yeah, well, like I said, the Holy Dominion is basically a police state, and 
we’re international fugitives now. Just try and be calm. Taln and I have both been 
here before, and all of us speak Yan’koj, so it’ll be okay, okay?” 
“Yeah,” Ath saidd. “It’ll be okay.” 
She smiled at him, but he did not return it as they flew out over the land. 
Ath had been all over the Federation thanks to Izaya’s work, although he 
acknowledged  there was a difference between really travelling all over as opposed 
to just going where everyone else goes. The conferences Izaya participated in took 
place in magnificent hotels suspended with sequences above the swampy river 
deltas in Kera’u, and resorts built around quaint villages on the shore of Laquuta 
Bay. He knew there were parts of the Federation people didn’t go if they didn’t 
have to. That’s where they were heading now. Through the vast Skozara homeland, 
the old Kingdom that had since become the Federation’s wealthiest Republic, to 



the other side of the T'Gal Mountains and over the Imperial Channel that separated 
the East from the West. In utter silence, they flew on. The small hills and valleys 
carved by the Skoza River were covered entirely in decrepit iok cutting factories 
and the massive developments of houses bought by the grandparents who used to 
work in them. Ath had never been to any of these developments, but he had seen 
plenty of their neighborhoods in Stream-memories.  They were made of glass, 
though they had odd tints instead of mirror-glass and simple designs that rarely 
added more than four vertices. Some were larger than others and had slightly 
different dimensions, but Ath could see the incredibly simple, four-by-four 
Material Construction sequences that had built them in his mind’s eye, a replicated 
blueprint for miles of families and lives. As they flew over their dark homes sitting 
on the dead, brown trees of the Skanda River valley, Ath began to nod off.  His 
mind fell further and further into his dreams, his power fully expanded with his 
attention no longer focused on suppressing it and no psycho-sequences to help him. 
He became a reception tower for the projections of the millions of people below 
him, catching faint glimpses of their lives on his skin. The dreams of the people 
who lived outside the city were full of bright, popping sensations and vibrations. 
The people along the Skoza River were the commuters who filled the offices of the 
Corporations in the capital, typing into iok-glass to coordinate and control the ioku 
used in healthcare, transportation, education, defense, commerce, agriculture. 
Many of them dreamed of owning one of the glass houses inside the 
Superstructures they saw as they flew into Skozelok every morning, the twin suns 
making their impenetrable walls sparkle with golden light. The dreams were as 
diverse as those who had them, though they all shared a common theme. More 
recent waves of immigrants from the West, the descendants of Skozosi slaves, and 
the “pure-blood” Skozara families descended from the original Tazaka settlers who 
colonized the East all desired to be insulated and safe on their islands inside golden 
glass. As they moved further westward, the dreams changed. The people out past 
the Skoza River were harder than the ones near the capital, families descended 
from the Skozara who came to live in the lands won from the Great Unification 
and the native Hazkho, T'Gal, and Kerar who now had no choice but to make room 
for them. The people out here were devout Vereki, followers of Yanu who 
migrated away from the decadent capital lands to make zoto lands holy and pure 



though torture and terrorism. Their emotions, both the conquerors and the 
conquered, were more contained and controlled, and Ath could feel it was fear that 
kept them so tight. They were day-to-day fears that coalesced into permanent states 
of worry. He caught glimpses of the tense discussions of middle-aged people with 
families, millions of them wondering how many credits were left in the account 
and whether the bills for the heating and light ioku could be paid this month now 
that the iok factories had moved to the West. More importantly, they wondered 
whether Yanu or their fellow congregants at one of his temples forgave them for 
being so weak that they had such struggles. They all needed an outlet for these 
fears, so they directed at “them.” For the Eastern natives, “they” were the Skozara 
who sullied their homeland with the ioza-storms created by the factories. For the 
Skozara, “they” were the native peoples and immigrants, those with different skin 
and eyes and tongues whose difference threatened stability, and whose growing 
numbers threatened the hegemony of the light-skinned and red-eyed Skozara. He 
saw children of all backgrounds turning into teenagers whose only way out was to 
join the military, a Yanist missionary trip, or lose their minds entirely to the most 
powerful psycho-sequences. He saw the thoughts of older people too, people 
content and comfortable with their place in the world by telling themselves 
everyone else has it easier then they did. These are the first children of the new 
Skozar, their humble kingdom now a mighty Federation stretched across a 
continent and flowing in riches. These are the oldest generation of the Eastern 
natives, who saw decades of death and destruction replaced with a new kind of 
order they could maintain by selling their prized agriculture sequences to Skozara 
corporations, adopting Yanism, and living on “reservations.” These are the oldest 
non-Tazaka immigrants from the West and the descendants of freed Skozosi 
slaves, people who along with the Eastern natives collectively call themselves 
“Vena’lu” (Not-Red) in a reference to their lack of red Skozara eyes. The elderly 
Vena’lu were largely farmers and laborers who could never be bothered after 
seeing their children grow up free from whatever had made them flee to the 
outskirts of the old Kingdom in the first place. These dreams and anxieties 
stemmed from decades of indoctrination by family and community that branched 
into the dark parts of their minds Ath’s power couldn’t reach, like roots descending 
into a cave. Between these generations, between all these different lives in the river 



valleys and hills, something was getting lost that could answer so many questions. 
Something wasn’t there. Fear and misunderstanding, egoism and narcissism, kept 
all of them from having the conversation that could find what was missing. It was a 
feeling Ath’s subconscious mind knew all too well; the act saying any of it, simply 
looking at the world objectively,  would make it all too real. So he stayed asleep 
along with them. He saw their stories dancing before him, splotches of paint 
thrown in front of his canvas of consciousness for just a minute, feelings flying 
past him like birds migrating as the sky-flyer moved deeper into the land and Ath 
fell into his own dreams. 

 
Chapter 4: One Thousand Golden Eyes 

 
Sky-flyers and airships explode in the sky and rain fire down on glass houses. 
Endless rivers with surfaces of  mirror stretch across a land washed in pale 
sunlight. I’m running on the river. I know if I look down the person in the mirror 
won’t be me, so I stare at the sunless sky. I wonder where the light is coming from. 
 

******* 
 
Ath woke suddenly and violently, sweat dripping down his forehead and his lungs 
struggling to get enough air.  
“Are you alright, Ath?” 
Ath looked forward to see Taln sitting below the window, and Izaya curled up 
asleep next to him.  
“Whoa,” Ath said as he looked out the window again.  
The world around them was a light periwinkle, the first rays of the twin suns 
incubating the day. Taln’s face was shadowed by the golden light of the sun rising 
in the south. They were already approaching land shrouded in purple and black. 
The airship was fast approaching the West, falling in line with the other 
international traffic entering the Holy Dominion. The airship slowed as they passed 
giant, disembodied eyes with ioku fused in their pupils that scanned the airship 
with beams of sequences. 



“Oh, ew,” Ahh muttered to himself as the masses of flesh and veins peered through 
the window. 
“We aren’t worried about Yanu’etoka border patrol?” Ath heard Taln say from 
behind him. 
“Oh, they’ve been taken care of,” came Yeth’s voice from nowhere. 
Yeth appeared in a flash of light, her features elongating grossly as a teleportation 
sequence brought her into the cargo hold. She shook her limbs out after her form 
had fully materialized. Ath wondered how much of a beating her body had taken 
from all the teleportation sequences she was so fond of. He had learned in class 
that they could cause lots of physical health problems. Emotional problems, too. 
Yeth turned to Ath.  
“Like my arrangement in Skozelok, I have friends in the Holy Shipping Authority 
who allow me to use a… back door I have in the city. I have an excellent 
Sequencer who specializes in teleportation.” 
 The ship reached the coast and entered the thick canopy of leaves through a 
clearing, in line with hundreds of other airships and skyflers. 
Ath stared in awe at the metropolis around them. The city of Yanuketesal and the 
forest were not two separate entities, but one in the same. The black and purple 
jalaka trees that made up the Great Western Forest were enormous, making the 
airships look merely like large birds, and the people living amongst the trees like 
little squirrels. The airships moved slowly through a tunnel formed from their 
interwoven branches. The city’s buildings were grand and elaborate, beautiful 
constructions of polished black jalaka wood and white stone that leaned against the 
sides of the roots and trunks, or stood suspended on branches. The buildings were 
generally round in shape, with few windows and little decoration besides their 
exquisite material. Wooden stairways wound up the trunks of each tree, forming 
patios in front of the buildings. Of course, the most impressive feature of the city 
was its temples. Like the other buildings, they were also intertwined with the 
forest. Instead of being on top of the branches or attached to the side of the roots 
and trunks, they were built inside the jalaka trees themselves. The hollowed-out 
temple-trees were pure white in color, and their trunks were split open down the 
middle, though their insides were shrouded by brilliant flashes of light. They had 
the Eyes of Yanu burnt all over them. The symbol was one burned into the back of 



Ath’s eyelids, he had seen it so much; an oval-shaped eye with a pentagon in its 
circular iris. The areas around and inside the pentagons flashed with classical 
Yan’Koj characters that spelled out antiquated phrases Ath only recognized due to 
studying religion at the university. It must have been high noon, as many 
Voshmalat Yanists covered in colorful gowns with cubes, pyramids, and spheres 
perched on their heads made their way out of the temple-trees. More disembodied, 
fleshy eyes silently scanned the crowd, who took no notice of the fact that they 
were being watched.  
“This is your stop,” Yeth said, drawing a character in the air. Another doorway 
filled with stars appeared before them. 
“This will take you to a quiet part of the city,” Yeth said. “You have no idea how 
expensive these private gateways are! Please thank your employers again for me, 
since they’ve been so generous to me over these years. That is, if you ever make it 
back to them.” 
That last comment prompted a flash of anger from Izaya. Taln must have felt it too, 
as he put his hand on Izaya’s shoulder and led her to the door. 
“Come on, Ath,” Taln said. Ath followed them. 
“As for the rest of you zoto,” Yeth cried. “Onward to the mines!” 
They stepped through the teleportation-sequence, and found themselves in the 
forest. The airship passed over them unseen in the canopy of black and purple 
leaves above them. The sheer size of the canopy was overwhelming. It was a 
single, static mass of shifting pieces, each flashing in and out of existence as the 
leaves moved in and out of beams of sunlight. The area they walked through was a 
gap between the massive trees, an empty field filled with small, cracked walls 
overgrown with moss and a few stone shacks covered in vines and flowers. There 
was no one else in sight. 
“Right. First thing’s first, we need to blend it.” 
Ath looked at his pants, realizing only now that he was still wearing the 
mud-stained, sweaty pajamas he had been wearing since the night before. His 
stomach rumbled angrily as well. Izaya and Taln were both wearing their 
Corporate blazers, tattered and burned from the sequencing battle back in 
Skozelok.  



Izaya took out her iok from her pocket. She placed her hands together, each of her 
fingers glowing as she prepared to weave a complex sequence. She placed the iok 
back in her pocket, its power still lingering in her hands.  
She drew several characters in the air at once with all of her fingers, spelling out 
da’yan Yanukaleta’ubesadasok ese’osad. 
From light, I create the clothing of the Yanists. 
The light shimmering down from the canopy above bent, swirling around as if it 
was caught in a current. Sparkles of white began to congregate in the air as photons 
were turned to plant matter, and the plant matter wove itself into what Izaya 
imagined Yanist clothing looked like. After a moment, three pure white, full body 
Yanist robes with cubes resting on top of their hoods hovered in the air. 
Izaya swept her hands out, clearing her previous characters from the air. As the 
glow returned to her fingers, she drew more characters. 
Lesos Ath. Lesos Taln. Lesos Izaya. 
Fit to Ath. Fit to Taln. Fit to Izaya. 
There was a flash of light, and Ath found his body completely covered by the white 
rob. The material was transparent from the inside, however, so he had no trouble 
seeing, and he marvelled at Izaya’s work. His student iok had been locked, and 
therefore had many restrictions on what sequences he could use. Material 
Construction was one of them. He could only create objects from light with special 
permission from his professor, as such sequences were typically reserved for 
industrial ioku managed by the Corporations. Yet, when an unlocked iok was 
placed in the hand of an expert like Izaya, sequences could turn light from the suns 
above into the beautiful clothing that draped around his body. He recalled that the 
reason he was in the middle of the Great Western Forest, which he had entered 
illegally, wearing clothing to hide his identity, that the person they were here to 
meet with was someone who wanted to give everyone in the world such a power.  
He suppressed a budding anxiety, instead focusing on adjusting the cube perched 
on top of his head as it slid awkwardly around. 
“This clothing will last for about 12 hours before the sequence wears off,” Izaya 
said. Her and Taln looked like white slugs that someone had glued cubes to as part 
of a cruel joke.  



“The women we’re meeting live in a housing development near the Divine 
Palace,” Izaya continued. “We need to get to her before the Yovo finds us. They 
have to already be looking” 
“Yovo?” Ath said. 
“The Office of Divine Law Enforcement,” Taln said, “They’re the political 
enforcers of the Guardians of the Covenant,” Taln said. “The faction that’s 
controlled this country since the War of Empires. They’re close allies with the 
Skozar Federation.” 
Izaya drew a character in the air that made a small mirror appear in front of Ath. It 
was a window into the Stream sculpted from ioza, for quick viewing and perusing 
without going all the way in. The entry sequence had placed them in the Holy 
Dominion’s local stream, which was full of religious news. One message exploded 
across the surface of the mirror. 
 “Sajos’az u’Yanol’tajasok Obetaj Vi’Okosol yavek ya’emulo  lo etu 
osolove’osokosa veyan ev’osayazos’az lo do’irozat Yanutaj’etok ve’obetajek...” 
Ath translated the characters for the rest of the message. 
“The Office of Divine Law Enforcement announced today that it is looking for a 
gang of foreign terrorists believed to have crossed into the Holy Dominion illegally 
from Skozar. Oa’wur Izaya, a professor of experimental sequencing, as well as her 
research assistant Taln Qruk and her nephew O’awur Ath, are accused of plotting 
to use powerful sequences made by her employer, the Veyek Corporation, to 
conduct acts of terror in Skozar and abroad. The Skozara Federation stated the 
three criminals are members of a radical T'Gal nationalist gang, and have issued an 
international arrest warrant. The YOVO asks all citizens to be alert. ‘Let your eyes 
see for Yanu, and let your hands deliver their holy law.’” 
“Ho?” Ath said as the stream-mirror shimmered into nothingness. 
“They’re ruthless and smart, Ath,” Izaya said. “You think there’s a lot of police at 
the University? The YOVO have kept the Forest under their control for centuries. 
They know how to snuff out their enemies. So we need to be twice as fast and three 
times as smart.” 
“I wasn’t going to do anythi--” 
“Hey. You wanted me to keep you in the loop. Right?” 
Ath nodded. 



“This is me keeping you in the loop. Don’t say anything. Don’t react to anything. 
Just follow me.” 
They followed Izaya as she made her way towards one of the jalaka trees. There 
were several small shops and homes clinging to the base of the tree selling jala nuts 
and dew-smoothies, and Izaya approached the small woman attending one of them. 
Her gown covered her small, frail body in shades of ebony and pearl, with a large 
sphere of fabric perched over her exposed face. She must have been close to 150 
years old, given her physical condition. 
“Teto,” Izaya said. “Oj u’Osa’Etayanol sasav’az lok se’oko’at?” 
Hello. Do you know how to get to the Holy Palace? 
The old woman nodded serenely, and pointed directly above her. The tree they 
were at the base at was one node along a wide walkway that stretched into the 
other trees surrounding them, as well as the canopy above. 
“Kolatosad,” Izaya said, and moved closer to the base of the tree. “Thank you.” 
Izaya pulled out her iok, and the woman eagerly took out a small, rechargeable 
locked iok. Izaya touched her iok to the woman’s, and they both glowedslightly as 
Izaya exchanged enough ioza for a single sequence. The woman nodded in 
appreciation, and Izaya took several bags of nuts and threw dew smoothies. 
“Zadosok,” the old woman responded, her tone becoming worried. “Kosajas se’o 
osolove’osokosa da’ketesal.” 
Be careful. They say there’s terrorists in the city. 
Ath felt the shadows of painful memories dancing behind her eyelids, scenes of 
terror and carnage no living thing should be exposed to. She had lived through the 
War of Empires, watching as the forest she called home was burned to the ground 
by Kirgashi and Etrosi sequences. For the past 80 years, there had been peace 
under the Guardians; the Holy Dominion thrives, and this woman got to live the 
simple life in the service of Yanu she had been promised. She held a deep fear for 
three of her seven children, who were soldiers in the Yanu’taj military. Ath’s 
stomach dropped when he saw what she wanted to do to the enemies of Yanu, the 
scale of the vengeance she held in her heart. 
Don’t read the people here, Taln’s voice said in his mind. They’re very 
anti-empath in this country. They can tell when someone’s looking in.  



Taln was right. The woman was eyeing Ath suspiciously. Izaya smiled again and 
pushed them along. 
They merged with the traffic climbing the massive walkways winding up the trunk 
of the tree and Ath hungrily shoveled the food in his mouth. The people in the 
treehouses and walkways clinging to the trunk were like little animals compared to 
the ancient life forms, chattering away in their white marble nests. Ath had never 
felt so close to nature. The interior of the Superstructure, his Level in particular, 
had plenty of greenery. It was all artificial, however; clever illusions created by 
masterful botanical sequences. Skozar, at least the area around the capital, was a 
land ground down to the barren, lifeless stone underneath the layers of life above 
the surface. But this forest, the Forest, was the planet itself. Etok-born life in its 
most pure form, their exponential growth driven by the ioku buried beneath their 
roots. If he really focused on the energy radiating on his bare feet (Yanists tended 
not to wear shoes, weather permitting) he could feel the roots extending downward, 
touching far below where even the deepest ioku were buried in the planet’s crust. 
They reached the branches, on which the white stone buildings of the city itself 
stood fixed in place by powerful sequences. Many of the buildings stood empty, as 
people were pouring onto the branch-streets from the sparkling white-temple trees. 
Some of them shed their full-body gowns, revealing long-sleeved white smocks 
with thick black quirts that went all the way down to the ankles.  Most stayed 
dressed, shielding themselves before Yanu’s holy Eyes to protect themselves from 
Their judgement. The Eyes of Yanu were everywhere; carved into the trees, 
stamped onto buildings, fluttering on banners. The emblem was simple, but 
powerful. The flag of the Yanu’Etok itself was the first lines of the Book of the 
Word written in ancient Yanobe characters within the pupils of the Eyes. Ath 
really, truly felt like he was being watched. Even draped in his full body gown, he 
felt naked before thousands of golden eyes. 
“Don’t look behind you,” Izaya muttered.  
Of course, Ath’s first instinct was to do just that, but he managed to contain 
himself. 
“YOVO?” Taln asked. 
“Most likely. Two dark-robes, moving toward us fast. Let’s get out of here.” 



Izaya made a sharp turn, ducking down an alleyway between two large buildings 
on an outer branch expanding towards the dark backside of the tree. 
When they cleared the main drag, Ath managed to get a quick look over his 
shoulder. He felt what Izaya saw before he saw them; two dark shapes, moving fast 
through the chattering crowd, deadly in their determination. They moved further 
down the alley.  
“Just keep going,” Izaya urged, though they were approaching a dead end where 
the branch fell off into the hundreds of feet separating it from the forest floor. 
“Iz,” Ath said in a panic.  
Izaya whipped around, hurling a ball of pulsating black light at the robed figures. 
She got the jump on them, and her sequence sent tendrils of black flames across 
one of the robed bodies. The  robed figure fell to the ground shrieking in agony, 
while their partner’s arms and legs waved and bent, forming complex characters 
well-programed into his iok’s memory. He thrusted his hand forward. A wheel of 
sharp green energy shot towards them, and Izaya drew a small character with 
incredible speed. Inches away from them, the sequence suddenly misfired upwards, 
striking another branch above them. Loose soil and burning wood crumbled down. 
With another flurry of characters drawn in the air around her, Izaya sent a wave of 
rippling air out from her fingertips. The wave intercepted the falling debris and 
sent them flying toward the attacker, who countered by turning his arms into thick 
black chords that flew out towards them.The chords snaked around their wrists and 
legs before Izaya could draw another character to counter. They all fell to the 
ground. Izaya threw herself closer to Ath and Taln, shouting something odd. 
“O, Utharith, deliver me unto your stone chariot. O Utharith, deliver me from my 
enemies unto the Gates of your great City. O Utharith, deliver me to the land of the 
blessed mothers, the land of my father’s fathers! O, Utharith! O, Utharith! O, 
UTHARITH, HEAR ME!” 
As she uttered the name over and over, the alleyway seemed to cave in on them. 
The YOVO agent tried to counter with another sequence,but his characters were 
unable to form, blown away by a strong unseen wind. The ioza from Izaya’s 
spoken sequence was curling out of the air in sharp, white SPARKS that tore 
through the space around them. Izaya screamed, a guttural cry that caused Ath’s 
vision to go white and red.  



When it cleared, they found themselves outside of a white stone building back on 
the main branch of the tree, panting and groaning. A child in a bright pink robe 
stared at them from the building’s open window. 
“Ozo’u”, the child whispered.  
We probably do look like monsters, Ath thought in slight amusement. The 
adrenaline rushing through him did not overwhelm him as it had before. That 
wasn’t to say he wasn’t overwhelmed; he wanted to vomit, cry, and pass out, in 
that order. He simply felt more numb to the rush of panic and terror, balanced on it 
by the relief that he was still alive. 
“What was that sequence?” Ath said. 
“Something I learned from Taln,” Izaya said. “Utharith is a T'Gal matron-saint of 
safe passage. T'Gal oral sequences are very useful in situations like that.” 
“Which you seem to handle pretty well,” Ath said. “You’re, like, a pro at avoiding 
arrest, huh?” 
“I---” 
“Seo’ozo’u avad, YaYa! Az oso!” 
There are monsters outside, Mommy! Come see! 
The child’s shrill voice rang out from inside the house.  
“Come on,” Izaya grunted, helping them up. She was still panting, and sweat 
poured down her neck. 
“You’re overdoing it,” Taln warned. They paused for a moment on the steps of 
anothering building. 
He was right. Izaya had been doing many, many complex sequences under intense 
stress with little food or sleep. Using an iok was like being part of an electrical 
circuit, with both the mental and physical strength of the sequencer being a key 
element to the strength of the sequence. That aso meant such strong sequences 
were quite literally tearing Izaya apart. Izaya could die if her mind slipped for even 
a moment while sequencing, or if a character came out wrong, breaking the circuit 
and causing the ioza to simply backfire or overwhelm her. 
“Izaya, come on,” Ath urged. “You could get hurt. Again.” 
Izaya took in a sharp breath, and reluctantly handed her iok to Taln. The sight of 
Izaya so willingly handing her iok over to someone else, letting someone else 
touch it, sent a shudder down Ath’s spine. Yet, he tried to shake away the old 



stigma, as he knew that Taln and Izaya were close friends. She had been Taln’s 
personal mentor at the University since he started there five years ago. He had 
frequently stayed at their house late into the nights pouring over Izaya’s lab notes, 
and accompanying Ath on his walks to class the following mornings. It didn’t feel 
like he was family; there was a sort of detachment Taln wore around himself like a 
coat on a bitter day, a wall of stoicism that told Ath they hadn’t really met the real 
Taln. He wondered if being the group’s sequencer would reveal more about the 
man who had saved his life more than a few times already, in more than a few 
different ways. 
Taln’s expression did not change when he took hold of Izaya’s unlocked iok except 
for a slight rise of the eyebrows. He put the iok in his pocket, and clasped his hands 
together. 
“Chath katz zow thaf, Atlatluuk. O, Atlattluuk, tzuur kaqe, Atlatluuk, tzuur vaus! 
Vaus! VAUS!” 
His spoken sequence caused his hands to turn white with ioza, and he placed them 
on Izaya’s shoulder and forehead. She sighed in relief as what Ath guessed was a 
T'Gal healing sequence washed over her. 
“Ah! Stop that, ah! Ah!” 
Ath looked behind them, and saw a small old man looking down at them from his 
window with disgust.  
“Evoking foreign gods in Yanu’s most holy city, eh?” he tutted. His Yan’etoka 
accent was thick, and he was having trouble pronouncing Skozara sounds like “p”, 
“r”, and “g” as he spoke.  
“I apologize, sir,” Taln said politely. “We’re pilgrims from Tohazetok. We’re 
originally from a small village in the mountains, so I only know my native 
sequences. I cannot write sequences in Yanobe characters, you see, sir, praise be 
Yanu’s gift to us. I did not mean to commit an offense under Yanu’s Most 
Watchful Eyes, sir.” 
The old man chuckled and muttered something to himself in Yan’koj, disappearing 
back into his home. The color now returned to her face, Izaya stood up and led 
them further down the branch. 
“You’re great at talking people down,” Ath commented to Taln. “Like, I didn’t 
even know how to react in that situation.” 



“It’s just about knowing what people want to hear,” Taln said. “That man wasn’t 
really upset I was using a T'Gal sequence. He just wanted the satisfaction of 
making me apologize.” 
“You got that from reading his feelings?” 
“Yes. I wish we had had more time in Skozelok, so Azamatra could have taught 
you a few tricks.” 
“Maybe you can teach me.” 
Taln smiled at him, and Ath smiled back. His face felt sore as he did it, like he was 
stretching a muscle he hadn’t used in a long time.  
They continued on, the trees becoming thicker as they pressed through the robed 
crowds. Finally, the branch turned sharply into a circle, where it merged with many 
other branches from all over the surrounding trees to form a sort of beltway. At the 
center of this beltway was the largest tree Ath had ever seen. Its branches were the 
size of Superstructures, and they all pointed towards the suns like great wooden 
towers. The white marble buildings clinging to the immaculate black wood of the 
trunk looked like pearls studded on some exotic sea creature. Resting on one of the 
most central nooks of the central tree were two giant, white-marble spheres with 
the Eyes of Yanu carved into them. The Eyes were adorned with passages from 
Yanist texts, written in beautiful Yanobe calligraphy simmering with glamor 
sequences. 
“The Palace of the Forest,” Taln said. He had an enthusiasm Ath had only seen 
when he visited the lab he worked in with Izaya.  
“This is, uh, like, a really old building, right?” Ath said.  
Taln opened his mouth to respond, but Izaya interjected instead. 
“It’s not just a ‘really old building,’ Ath. This has been the seat of power in the 
Western Forest for nearly 7,000 years. The tree itself was built by the Mu, the first 
sequencers from the Forest. The Azaka, and later the Yanu’etoka, Ikana, Skozara, 
Tazaka, Ijoda, and Kujara all descend from their empire.” 
“The white stone---” Taln began. 
“The white stone was imported to the West from T'Gal, actually,” Izaya went on. 
“T'Gal colonists founded the Azaka Empire, though they started much further 
south in Ikan. They built most of the stone buildings before the Kirgashis came 



down the River of Life at the end of the Third Age and destroyed their empire. The 
Yanists then built their religion out of Azak’s ashes.” 
“Praise be the Twin Light of the Most Divine,” said an accented voice from behind 
them. 
They all turned to see a Yanist woman draped in a golden robe staring at them with 
harsh brown eyes. Her gown had no headpiece and her face was exposed. Her face 
was round and her cheeks were plump, with nicely done eyebrows and pursed lips. 
“You’re Yenna?” Izaya asked.  
The girl nodded her head.  
“I was sent by the Students to escort you to our temple,” she said, eyeing the crowd 
around her. Her voice was level, and her feelings were totally masked.  
“The hardest part will be getting out of the capital. The YOVO knows you’re 
here.” 
“They sent two people after us already,” Taln said. “Dark-robes.” 
Yenna’s face fell. 
“The YOVO doesn't work like that,” she said, her tone suddenly becoming less 
formal. “When they make an arrest, they make a whole show of it.” 
“So you think those were---” 
“More of Veyek’s people,” Izaya said slowly. “Veyek likes to keep his work neat 
and quiet. Yenna’s right, the YOVO are the political enforcers here. They would 
get us more publically.” 
“Why wait, then?” Ath asked. 
Pain exploded across his whole body. He screamed in agony, making a harmony 
with the screams of Yenna, Izaya, and Taln. Their sequenced robes fell away, 
exposing their naked bodies. Yenna’s robe remained, though her whole face was 
now uncovered, revealing her shaved head.  
“Kuto’daYanu! Se’o talali!” a voice rang out from somewhere behind them. 
“U’YOVO azu savojos lu tiros, yavikulo!” 
Children of Yanu! Be calm! The Yovo asks you to evacuate, immediately! 
A stream of colorful blobs swam around them as the citizenry did as they were 
ordered. Descending from the canopy above them were shapes of black and white, 
floating down easily. Their head-pieces were shaped like small horns, with 
eye-shaped ioku at the center of their foreheads. 



“You have been detained under the authority of the Office of Divine Law 
Enforcement of Yanu’s Most Holy Land,” one of the black-and-white robes said to 
them. “Your sins shall be purified by their light. Bear you souls open to their 
judgement.” 
In unison, they drew a series of interconnected characters that formed a doorway in 
front of them. Ath struggled, trying to call out for Taln to use the unlocked ioku he 
still held. He could not move, however. Even the thought of it only made the pain 
worse. The mob of YOVO agents pushed their hovering bodies through the 
doorway, and they found themselves in a small, dark room. Sitting at a table 
against the far wall was Sematan Veyek, the richest man in the world. 
 
Chapter 5: Real Freedom 
The room was a large, concrete box. It had no doors, windows, or decorations save 
for faint splotches of what was most likely dried blood on the wall, and a stone Eye 
of Yanu on the ceiling. The Eye was heavily sequenced, with an iok placed at its 
center.  A Material Construction sequence had clothed them in plain, black 
prisoner tunics immediately after they had entered the room. Other sequences 
snaked around the characters on the Eye, making the stone warp and bulge as they 
stood ready to crack bones and tear flesh. The Yanobe characters around the Eye 
that were not sequences were written in Modern Yanobe, and spelled out 
KEDATAJOS SE’O OSAT! 
To repent is to be free. 
Yenna sobbed quietly. They were all still under a bondage sequence, though it now 
only caused minor discomfort along with immobility. Veyek sat behind his desk at 
the other end of the room, his face calm and expressionless. He was as handsome 
as the advertising sequences made him out to be, with thick eyebrows and a strong 
jaw. He was wearing an immaculate, cream-colored two-piece suit and did not use 
beauty sequences to cover his bald head, which was unusual for a Skozara man his 
age. His ruby-red eyes sat fixed on Izaya. 
“This isn’t how I imagined us meeting again, Izaya” he said. His voice was deep 
and calm. 
“This is… well, pretty close to what I imagined,” Izaya responded. “You must 
have paid the YOVO a fortune for this.” 



 She was also calm, and almost casual with him. She had her feelings tightly 
guarded behind a wall, though, so Ath had no idea what her real intentions were. 
His own anxiety was reaching a boiling point. 
“Nothing a few un-registered battle and surveillance ioku can’t pay for,” Veyek 
said with a small shrug.  
“And you must be Taln,” Veyek went on, moving his eyes away from Izaya. “You 
made it all way the to the Upper Levels just to get sucked into the cycle of 
terrorism that seems to be endemic in your community. You were so close to 
getting your sequencing permit, too. There was an unlocked iok with your name on 
it at the distribution center on your Level. Disappointing to see such a promising 
career go to waste.” 
“I’ve gotten exactly what I wanted out of this position, sir” Taln said politely. 
“Really? I don’t think your mother in Unaara would agree with that assessment.” 
For the first time since they had left Skozar, Ath felt something from Taln. It was 
that same blinding rage he had felt earlier, though now it was focused. There was a 
force behind it, an intent. The iok in Taln’s pocket, which the YOVO agents had 
neglected to take from him for some reason, buzzed with life. 
Now would be a great time to use Izaya’s iok and bust us out of here, Ath thought 
to Taln, desperately hoping he would hear. 
He doesn’t know I have it, Taln thought back to him, as his usual stoic energy 
returned. The YOVO didn’t process us like they normally do. This was a rush job, 
for sure. Veyek is probably paying off some middle-rank pencil-pusher at a local 
station before we go to the main prison, where the real security is.  It’s almost 
better that Veyek intervened. Now listen. I can only fire off one sequence, maybe 
two before the suppressing sequences above us cancel them out. Wait for my move. 
“He’s bluffing, Taln,” Izaya said confidently. “Your family is safe. We made sure 
of it before we left.” 
Veyek laughed. 
“Ah, yes, the famous ‘we.’ You know, Civil Protection still won’t publicly admit 
the Union’s existence, even after all this? I tried to tell them that it would make 
tracking the three of you down exponentially easier, but those idiots are convinced 
the mere mention of its name will send good Skozara citizens into a revolutionary 
fervor. But I told them the same thing I’ll tell you: there will be no revolution. The 



peaceful world we know will continue to be. That reminds me, Izaya, have you 
told your dear nephew here how you and I met?” 
Ath’s stomach dropped. 
“Veyek, listen to me,” Izaya said. “Let’s cut the political twalo for just a minute. If 
I’m right, don’t you want to be on the right side of history? Don’t you want to be 
the man who saved Etok? That’s billions and billions of people who would owe 
their lives to you.” 
“It’s adorable of you to try and stroke my ego like that, Izaya. Maybe twenty years 
ago it might have worked. But things have changed. You’ve proven to be exactly 
the kind of Sequencer I detest; the kind who thinks its her job to re-write the 
natural order just because Yanu made you just a bit smarter than everyone else. Do 
you seriously think you’re any different from me? Do you think the world under 
the Union will be any different than the world the Treaty of Etok built? You’ve 
discovered a very dangerous power, and it’s our moral duty to control its use.” 
“Morality?” Izaya said, her mouth agape. “This, coming from the man whose 
Corporation has sent thousands of townships into poverty by privatizing their 
Sequencers? The man who poisons the world by cutting and locking ioku in your 
factories, just so you can sell the sequences that grow our crops, heat our homes, 
and build our cities for triple what they’re actually worth, while paying your 
workers a fraction of that?  Morality means nothing to you. Human life means 
nothing to you. It’s all a sick game that you think you’ve won fairly, when it was 
rigged to begin with.” 
Veyek rolled his eyes. 
“Oh, don’t give me that university liberal nonsense. The natural order of the world 
is winners and losers. You eat or you are eaten. I knew the right people and did 
what I had to do. Now, I’m sitting behind this desk and you’re about to watch your 
nephew and student be tortured for information by the YOVO until it’s time for 
their public execution. Ioza is powerful, but it doesn’t give us the power to change 
nature all the way, Izaya.” 
“Nature is cruel, but we don’t have to be!” Izaya shouted. “You and the other 
Corporations sold the world on the idea that this existence is a zero-sum game. 
That there’s only so many pieces of pie, so it's natural for there to be competition 
over who gets the biggest slice. Maybe, at a time, that was true. But now it's a lie, 



Veyek. Even now, you could provide an unlocked ioku to every Skozara citizen 
and still have thousands leftover. And now, if I’m right about what’s in that 
Archive, we will never have to worry about running out of ioku ever again. We 
could shutter the mines and let the planet heal. No more war. No more poverty. 
And no more parasites like you.” 
Ath’s fascination with their argument overpowered his fear. Both their tones and 
the auras burning against the concrete wall told him this was an emotional 
argument, and one that they’ve had before. They were both adamant about what 
they were saying. Veyek had been especially emotional when he had mentioned 
whether Ath knew about the nature of their relationship. Ath began to sweat 
profusely as confusion and claustrophobia overwhelmed him. 
“Ah yes, the Archive,” Veyek said, standing up. He walked towards Yenna, 
characters burning at his fingertips. 
“Veyek, leave her out of this,” Izaya said.  
Veyek waved his arm and sent Izaya flying against the wall behind them. Ath tried 
to react, but his arms and legs remained frozen. He had to get out of the bondage 
sequence he was under. Everything was happening too fast for him to think clearly. 
Taln did not move either, despite the iok vibrating anxiously in his pocket. 
Ath tried to twitch or shutter, but his body was still uncomfortably rigid.  
Veyek pushed past Taln and Ath, and reached Izaya at the wall behind them. She 
looked directly up at him, wiping blood away from her forehead. 
“Does that make you feel big and strong, Veyek?” Izaya said with a grin. “You 
love it, don’t you? The power having an unlocked iok gives you over others. 
You’re addicted to it. Not even animals love cruelty like you do. It’s disgusting.” 
Veyek motioned his hand upward, and Izaya clutched at her throat. 
“The idea of the inbred, subhuman rabble having the power of gods doesn’t sicken 
you?’” he spat. His anger was overwhelming. “It doesn’t scare you to think that 
people who sell their children to sex traffickers, beat each other to death over 
bread, and can’t seem to form functioning democracies without leveling their old 
government will each have the power of an army in their hand? You’ve studied the 
history of this world, the wars that have left entire countries in ruin, and you think 
that races of uneducated, godless savages would suddenly abandon years of their 
brutal ways because sharing is the right thing to do? The Union’s influence on our 



universities and youth has caused irreversible damage to the great country my 
grandfathers carved into existence with their sweat and sacrifice. The Union has 
clearly poisoned good Skozara blood, in your case. Now, tell me about the Archive 
so I can drain that poison from your body and keep it out of our gene pool.” 
Veyek made a slashing motion with his hand. Izaya screamed in pain as a large 
gash manifested on her forehead. 
Everything went blank in Ath’s mind.  
He charged at Veyek, howling wildly as he did so. The bondage sequence tore 
large gashes in his arms and legs as he ripped free from it, but a flurry of weight 
and energy emanating from his stomach broke its hold. The characters that had 
formed the bondage sequence appeared briefly in the air above them before 
exploding into a blood-like mist against the surrounding wall.  Ath threw his hands 
forward, still screaming, and wild arcs of rainbow-colored water shot out of his 
raised fisst. Veyek threw his own hands up, but not fast enough to stop Ath’s wave 
of unsequenced ioza from slamming him against the ceiling. He fell to the ground 
in a heap, large wounds covering his chest and torso. Izaya scrambled away from 
him, taking deep breaths.  
A wave of impossibly horrific pain overwhelmed Ath, and he crumpled to the 
ground. A strong spotlight of black-colored light was shining down on him, 
coming from the characters written on the Eye above. An alarm blasted somewhere 
in the wall behind them. Yenna had retreated to a far corner, wailing and covering 
her head. Taln saw his opportunity and began to chant the same T'Gal teleportation 
sequence Izaya had used earlier, her iok clenched tightly in his hand. 
“O, Uthaarith---”  
A beam of black light struck him squarely in the chest, and blood flew out from his 
mouth. The main beam of light moved from Ath to Taln, pinning him to the 
ground. Izaya had retreated to the corner with Yenna, holding the crying woman 
tightly. 
“So, your nephew is an empath and you gave the iok to your zoto, huh?” Veyek 
growled as he shakily stood up. “No wonder you were so confident. You were 
waiting for your boys to make their move. You see what kind of person she is, you 
two? She’ll throw you to the dogs the minute she needs to. You’ll see. I’m not 
letting her manipulate anyone else.” 



Veyek began wildly drawing the characters of killing sequences in the air, his iok 
flashing angrily as he did so. They were violent, horrible sequences that would boil 
organs and shatter bones. Izaya rushed towards him, tackling him and grabbing his 
arm as she tried to stop him from completing the sequence. They exchanged blows 
on the face and torso as they wrestled. 
“Ath!” Taln called. He threw Izaya’s iok to him, trying to keep more blood from 
seeping out of his chest. Ath grabbed the iok out of the air.  
The hairs on the back of his neck stood up. Strength and energy he hadn’t felt in 
days coursed through him, an electric fire that wanted to tear through his skin. 
Screaming again, he instinctively slammed his hands down on the ground. The iok, 
feeling the absence of all higher thought, predicted what he wanted by reading his 
heart and pulling a character from its memory. A single, simple character emerged. 
It was one that produced a concentrated beam of anti-matter: ve’ok.  
Destruction.  
The characters ripped themselves off of the ground and formed into two long 
spears of white light. Ath grasped the spears with both his hands, wincing at their 
heat and weight. The ioza kept him safe from being torn apart at the molecular 
level by the anti-matter, but the ioza itself tore at his every cell like fish hooks. 
“IZAYA!” he shouted.  
As the Eye above them started to re-focus the beam of suppression sequences on 
Ath, he launched one of his spears of anti-matter upward and the other toward 
Veyek. The Eye manifested a golden wall of solid light to defend itself, but Ath’s 
spear penetrated right through it. The spear aimed at Veyek tore right through his 
shoulder, just barely missing Izaya as she ducked out of the way. The Eye 
exploded into dozens of pieces of stone that rained on top of them, one landing 
firmly on Ath’s head.  
 

****** 
 
I’m standing on an old wooden dock. The dock is on the shore of a crystal-clear, 
circular lake. The lake is surrounded by green hills covered in evergreens, and the 
sky is clear. The two suns are sitting right at the top of the mountain directly in 
front of me. There’s something different about the sky, though. I can see lines and 



vertices stretching across it, highlighted by flashing colors. It’s as if the scene in 
front of me is inside a crystal, refracting and bending the sun rays as they enter. I 
try to move, but the sky begins to quiver. It cracks and shakes like something from 
the outside is trying to break through the glass sheet wrapped over it. I look toward 
the lake, and notice a small island at its center. On the island is a little wooden 
house, triangle-shaped and simple. I’m standing in it’s doorway, but it’s not really 
me. He has my face, my features. But he looks taller. His shoulders are relaxed and 
his back is straight. He looks directly at me. 
You need to wake up before you forget how to, he says without moving his lips. He 
sounds like Taln, Izaya, Veyek, and Yenna speaking over each other. The sky above 
me cracks and shards of glass shaped like the Eyes of Yanu fall into the lake. A 
wave of rainbow colored water washes over me. 
 

****** 
 

Ath awoke to Izaya’s face, with a backdrop of leaves and branches behind her. He 
was lying on soft grass, with her iok still clasped in his hand. 
“I saw something,” he tried to say, though most of it was mumbling. “Izaya, I---” 
“Shhhh,” she said, gently taking her iok from him. He felt a wave of cold come 
over him as she did so, and his mind became cloudy. He knew he had to say 
something important, but it was fading, running away like a dream after waking. 
“I saw a house on a lake, in mountains I’ve never seen before…” he said quickly. 
He tried to remember what else he had seen, who he had seen. 
“That’s enough,” Izaya said, putting her hand on his forehead. “You were very 
badly hurt.” 
“Where are we?” he asked. 
“Outside the city,” said Yenna, who sat to his left. Her eyes were still red and wet.  
Ath looked more carefully at their surroundings, and saw nothing but an endless 
expanse of giant trees with a few old, cracked buildings slumped on their branches. 
A river ran strong and clear to their right.  
“How did we escape?” Ath asked. 
Yenna began to cry again. Taln and Izaya looked at each other, and Izaya traced 
the character to make a Stream-glass. She handed it to Ath. 



It was playing a Skozara news memory, which showed smoke billowing out of a 
windowless, all-black stone building tucked away into the trunk of an 
ancient-looking tree. 
“We have confirmed reports from the Yanu’etoka security forces that the attack on 
a local militia station was, in fact, perpetuated by the Skozara fugitives Taln Qruk 
and O’awur Izaya. We have not received any update as to what measures the 
Yanu’taj will..” 
Izaya waved her hand, and the stream-glass faded into the sunlight. 
“This wasn’t part of the deal…” Yenna muttered to herself. “Sinners, liars….” 
“I don’t understand,” Ath said. “It all happened so fast. I--- I used my power, 
and---” 
“Your sickness,” Yenna hissed at him. “I was just a dissident before, but now your 
perversion has made me a terrorist too. You sick, sick ozo---” 
Izaya walked over to Yenna and slapped her squarely across the face. Yenna 
seemed like she was too shocked to react. 
“You and the rest of the Students knew exactly what you were signing up for when 
you contacted me. Don’t you dare try to blame my nephew or his empathic powers 
for any of this. If I hear that filthy word come out of your mouth one more time, 
Yanu won’t be able to---” 
“You knew?” 
They all looked at Ath. His question hung in the air like a third sun, making them 
squint and blink. 
“Huh?” Izaya responded. 
“You--- you know I’m an empath,” he said. Every cell in his body tensed. 
“Well, I---” Izaya said. “I--- um, yeah. I’ve known for awhile, Ath. It's okay. It’s 
really okay.” 
Tears began to form at Ath’s eyes as he stood up slowly. 
“Hey, hey now,” Izaya said, wiping them away. “Don’t worry, Ath. Don’t worry. 
We just need to stay focused now, okay?” 
“But--- how--- how come you haven’t---” 
“Yenna, we need to get to the Archive now,” Izaya said, stepping away from him.  



“You can't just ignore me every time you get scared!” Ath shouted at the back of 
her head. When she turned around and looked at him, a ringing exploded in his 
ears.  
He shut his eyes, and when he opened them, he thought he saw a wooden house on 
a crystal-clear lake. When he blinked, he had returned to the forest floor with Izaya 
staring at him.  
“I’m not sca---” she said, but stopped herself. She knew there was no point 
anymore.  
“Okay. Fine,” she said. “I'm not scared of you, Ath, or your empathic power. I'm 
scared of the YOVO. I’m scared of Veyek. You just saw the kind of violence 
they’ll inflict without even thinking about it.”  
She rubbed her neck, but quickly withdrew her hand. When Ath focused on the 
spot she had touched, he could see thin lines of dark light expanding down her 
spine and into her stomach. She was lying again. 
“I can't even begin to make up for everything I’ve put you through these past few 
days. I---” 
“That’s not the problem, Izaya!” Ath shouted. “My problem is everytime 
something’s wrong and you’re panicking, I can feel it. When you smile and tell me 
everything’s going to be fine, I know you’re lying. You want to talk about 
violence? Well, emotions can do just as much damage. Your feelings are driving 
me crazy because you aren’t being honest about them. You know I can feel 
everything you feel, and you still lie.  It’s all building up, like a room filling up 
with water and… and I feel like I’m drowning. At first… at first I thought you 
were just trying to keep it together for us, you know? But… after that… now I 
know there’s something. You’ve been hiding your feelings from me for over a year 
now, and now I know why. There’s something about this whole insane situation 
you aren’t telling me. So tell me what Veyek meant back there.” 
“Huh?” 
“Veyek said, I would want to know how you two met. This very clearly isn’t just 
another research project. So tell me. How did you meet Veyek? What’s really 
going on? What is the Union?” 
True terror exploded out from Izaya. 
“Ath---” 



“NO!” Ath shouted. His voice had become an octave deeper. Izaya’s anxiety was 
resonating through him, as if he were a sounding rod and she had just slammed him 
against a rock. The ground around him shook, and flashes of red and blue popped 
all around them. 
“NO MORE EXCUSES! NO MORE LIES! I NEED TO KNOW THE TRUTH!” 
Below his feet, the grass disappeared. Replacing it was a circular black void, its 
diameter about the length of his shoulders. Arcs of white ioza flashed out from the 
void. Terrified, Ath tried to move away, but found his feet were locked in place.  
Taln had his hand on Ath’s shoulder. Slowly, Ath felt his furry release. A fatigue 
washed over him, and the air around them once again became calm. The black hole 
at his feet disappeared.  
“I’m sorry,” Ath said. Fresh tears welled up in his eyes. “I’m sorry.” 
Wordlessly, Taln wrapped him in a tight hug. The relief of safety and the security 
of Taln’s arms broke something inside Ath, and he began to cry harder than he ever 
had before in his entire life. The bottom of the pond where the water of his 
emotions rested had fallen out, and tears flowed like a mighty river down his chin. 
He let deep cries of anguish bury themselves in Taln’s shoulders, his embrace like 
an armor that kept Ath’s flesh itself from disintegrating in despair. Izaya walked 
over to them slowly. 
“This is gone on long enough,” she said quietly, almost to herself. “Ath, sit down. 
You too, Yenna. I want to explain some things to you.” 
Izaya sat on the grass. Yenna, who had been leaning against a tree staring at them 
with disdain, rolled her eyes and joined. Slowly, Taln let go of Ath and they too sat 
beneath the canopy of the Great Western Forest. 
“I haven’t been fair,” Izaya began. “To any of you. Yenna, I am so terribly sorry 
for what we’ve gotten you involved in when we only just met. And Ath… Oh, 
Yanu, what you must think of me. Of course you could feel everything. So here’s 
the truth. The truth is, I’ve been hiding and lying for years. And I’m tired. I'm so 
tired.” 
Izaya’s aura had changed completely. While usually it burned in bright, clear, 
colors, it was more ambiguous now. It was transparent, but it had movement. It 
was like water, flowing and ebbing down from the crown of Izaya’s head and 
surronding her body. 



“In a way, Veyek is right,” she went on. “When I went into Experimental 
Sequencing, I wanted to change the world. I’ve seen so much suffering that ioza 
could end permanently, if we only used it the right way. I thought I could take the 
world’s pain away. I thought I could take your pain away, Ath, by keeping mine to 
myself. I was wrong.” 
She paused for a moment. Ath’s entire body remained tense as she continued. 
“The Union is… a group of people who feel the same way I do. People who think 
that the way we--- our culture, that is--- the way we use ioza is counterproductive. 
The way we boil sequences down into a few characters, the act of cutting and 
sequence-locking ioku to control who has their power, when they can use that 
power… it’s killing our planet. It’s killing the people who live on it.” 
“Every terrorist thinks they’re doing the world a favor,” Yenna said. Her anger was 
fierce and righteous, a pointed red energy that coalesced into sharp points and 
edges around her mouth and hands.  
“The Union doesn’t kill innocents,” Izaya snapped back. She took a minute, and 
her tone calmed. “The Union has been a force in international politics since the 
Treaty of Etok was signed 150 years ago, though the idea behind it has existed as 
long as civilization has. It was supposed to represent everyone who the Treaty left 
out, which was pretty much… everyone. The Treaty turned the world into 
nation-states and declared that buying and selling locked ioku in a free market was 
the only way to keep the world stable. But, tell me Yenna, as a Westerner, does this 
world seem very stable?” 
Yenna said nothing. 
“We call our world ‘modern’ because supposedly, this is the most advanced our 
society has ever been. The problem is how we define ‘advanced.’ We think 
advancement just means making more scientific discoveries to transcribe into 
sequences, and mine more ioku to put those sequences in. Make our cities bigger. 
Make more babies to fill them. Endless growth and expansion. The War of 
Empires was supposed to have been the last war ever fought. The greatest evils had 
been defeated after 100 years of struggle. We’re led to believe that the current 
world order is a rational response to decades upon decades of calamity and 
violence, but what if that isn’t true? What if this isn’t the end of history, but history 
as we know it never began?” 



“What do you mean?” Ath said. 
Izaya looked at the trees surrounding them. 
“The first civilization to harness the power of ioza were, allegedly, the Mu. Their 
empire, the so-called First Dominion of the Forest, was the one of the original Five 
nations that civilized our world. Their ancient texts state that when they started 
digging ioku they realized that sentience, the ability to both be aware of the world 
and separate yourself from it, is itself a form of energy that can be converted to 
matter and other forms of energy. Ioku are like natural batteries that can store that 
original sentience-energy. They take our thoughts and reflect them as real, physical 
phenomena. The Mu, naturally, thought they had discovered the tools the gods had 
used to create the world. The spiritual leaders of Mu, according to Yanists, 
received Yanobe characters from Yanu as a means of controlling ioza. Secular 
history tells us the characters were simply a pre-existing writing system for Mu 
language, what we now call Old Yan’koj. Regardless, in the Mu Empire, only the 
most educated, faithful citizens could be taught to read the holy language, since it 
was fundamental to such a terrible power. Kirgash, T’Gal, and Etros, civilizations 
as old as Mu, developed similar systems based movements and spoken words 
rather than writing. So, in the Forest, that meant only those who were lucky enough 
to learn how to read Yanobe could sequence. The power of the gods became the 
power of a few human beings.” 
“Why does any of that matter?” Ath asked. “Anyone can learn how to read Yanobe 
now.” 
Izaya smiled. “Exactly. We have the T'Gal and the Azaka to thank for that. Before, 
Yanobe characters had been regarded as sacred knowledge, locked away in temple 
vaults throughout Mu’s colony-cities. The T'Gal colonists who founded Azak 
brought their oral sequences to the West and used them to build fantastic cities of 
stone and iron. Oral sequences weren’t like the characters; characters are empirical, 
concrete statements of fact. Yanobe sequencing reflected the materialist worldview 
of the Mu. Take a character like deoza. Lightning. The modern character describes 
the electrostatic process that takes place as lightning forms, since that’s the 
association modern Sequencers are conditioned to make during their training. But 
the original pictogram that was used for centuries simply described what the 
Sequencers thought lightning was: the characters for ‘sky’ and ‘fire.’ The iok can’t 



contextualize anything; it only mirrors the mental image made by the Sequencer. 
So if you’re describing lightning without understanding it, or the damage it can 
cause, there’s no real control in that. Sequencers would trace the character and get 
different results every time, so they assumed that the gods or god controlling ioza 
were picking and choosing when a sequence would work or not. T'Gal oral 
sequences, meanwhile, rely on narrative, not just description. T'Gal sequences tell 
a story with a beginning, middle, and end. It turned sequencing into a process of 
understanding, not just a process of doing. Sequencers in the West began to see the 
natural world as its own story with a beginning, middle, and end. Action and 
reaction, cause and effect. Every natural process, like lightning, is just a story 
being expressed through molecules and energy. Weaving T'Gal oral sequences into 
Yanobe characters revolutionized sequencing. Thousands of more characters were 
created with this new philosophy in mind.” 
“And a 1,200 year period of darkness and decay began,” Yenna inserted. 
Izaya sighed. 
“That’s definitely one way to look at it. The world became a much more unstable 
place when Azak collapsed. The Forest was utter chaos. Now that the actual 
process of sequencing had become so much easier that it couldn’t be controlled, the 
entire West burned as the world powers fought to control what they still could.” 
“The ioku themselves,” Ath said. 
“Right. I don’t need to tell you about the state of the world from the Fourth to Sixth 
Ages. Utter chaos as endless wars over ioku mines raged on. Centuries later, a 
certain Skozara miner named Tohaza stole a T'Gal oral sequence that could “cut” 
ioku. All he was really doing was turning a single iok into a liquid form and 
creating more ioku from it. This quadrupled the world’s supply in under a year, 
though the ioku derived from the princess were much weaker than the one used to 
initiate it. And of course, the environmental damage from the process was horrible, 
and we still don’t fully understand why. Either way, now anyone could sequence, 
and there were four times as many ioku that could be used. So there had to be 
another way to control the masses.” 
“Locking ioku,” Ath said. 
“Right. Tohaza figured out that he could add his own sequences into the cutting 
process, making it so ioku that had been cut could only perform certain sequences, 



or be completely subservient to the iok that made the cut. Those pre-packaged 
sequences could be bought, sold and traded at stores so you don’t have to go to 
your local Sequencer and pay his prices. And what agreement do you think 
governed these transactions after the war?” 
“The Treaty of Etok.” 
“Yes. The Treaty was written by the Tazaka, Kirgashi, Skozara, and Yanist leaders 
who controlled the bulk of the world’s supply of ioku after the war. It was a genius 
plan; make the population work for ioku. Make sure there aren’t enough jobs for 
everyone so only a select few who meet certain qualifications can build up that 
kind of credit. Lock ioku and sell pre-made sequences so the common Etoko 
doesn’t know how to sequence for themselves, while reserving true Sequencing 
knowledge for those with enough credit. Act like we’re on the brink of running out 
by using ioku as recklessly and unsustainably as possible so no one ever questions 
why some get so much and so many get so little. Blame the crisis on immigrants, 
empaths, anyone but the people with the actual control. They created a world of 
luxury, convenience, and utter helplessness. Just like…” 
“Just like the priests of Mu did,” Ath said quietly. His head was swimming as he 
processed all this information. “So what does any of that have to do with Veyek?”  
“Veyek and I met through the Union, a very long time ago. Before you were born. 
He, uh...he was a classmate of your mother and I.” 
The air around them suddenly became very still. In all of Ath’s life, Izaya had 
talked about her sister a total of one time. It was Ath’s third birthday, and he had 
asked her why his mother had never come to visit him. Izaya told him very plainly 
that she had been killed in an airship accident, and that was that. He had never felt 
the need to push the topic any further; Izaya was his family. She was all he had, so 
she had been all he needed. 
“So my mom was part of the Union too,” Ath said. The word ‘mom’ even felt 
strange in his mouth, since it was one he used so rarely. 
“Azamatra, as well. She was kind of like a mentor to us. Veyek, you mother and I 
all interned at a sequencing lab overseen by Azamatra. Veyek dropped out of 
college and made a name for himself after he took an Osi sequence he found while 
studying abroad and passed it off as an original character he made. He hired your 
mother, Azamatra and I to teach at our former university after he bought it out with 



his new fortune. Our mission from the Union was simple: try to save as many as 
we could from the social-economic machine that the Treaty created. Veyek grew 
up on the Lower Levels. Your mother and I were better off, but we just wanted to 
feel like we had some control in such an evil world. But eventually, Veyek started 
to realize in the world the Union wanted, he would lose his Corporation and his 
University. His ‘achievement.’ He wouldn’t be seen as someone who earned his 
place in the world fairly; he would just be another profit-pirate who used an 
advantage he had over others to climb his way to the top and betray his brother and 
sisters suffering back on his home Level.” 
“The Students have long believed that the powers of the world have conspired to 
keep many secrets of the ioku from the people,” Yenna said. Her tone had changed 
significantly. She had lost her aggressive bite, and instead sounded pensive, almost 
excited as she spoke. Like Izaya, her aura had become translucent. 
“Do you think…” Yenna began. 
Izaya seemed to know what she was going to say next. 
“I believe the sequences in your Archive can give an Etoko the power to sequence 
without being in physical contact with an iok. Like empaths can.” 
Yenna said nothing. 
“Is that what the Union is trying to do?” Ath asked.  
“The Union is a network of scientists, theologians, engineers, politicians, and 
everyday people who see this world for what it really is; a paradise with endless 
material wealth being operated by selfish sociopaths. Most people don’t see it that 
way because so much of that wealth has been hoarded by men like Veyek since 
ancient times. The Union wants to give that wealth back to the people of this 
planet. Every single one, no matter their nation or religion. A world where 
everyone is finally, truly equal.” 
“The Eighth Age is beginning,” Yenna said. 
They all looked at her. 
“There’s a reason why we’ve only just started sending members of our order out 
into the open again,” Yenna said. “There’s… information in the Archive that we’ve 
used to predict the cycles that this world will go through. The only other time 
we’ve broken our hermetic tendencies was during the Third Age, when the 
scholars of Azak ruled the Forest. Recently, our members have begun to piece 



together that a new spiritual age is coming, but… in its current form, the Archive is 
ambiguous, and difficult to work with. That’s why we sought out Azamatra. Even 
an order as obscure as ours knows about the contributions she’s made to 
sequencing. We need to get you to the Archive immediately. Seven millenia of 
decoding might finally be over... and I think an age of true spiritual freedom has 
arrived with the three of you.” 
 
 
 
 


